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Editorial
Dear Reader,

Brexit The Great Deception

This has already been demonstrated by the recent
Californian fires, where a huge number of
properties were totally destroyed, while the trees
close by were unharmed. Another phenomenon
not reported, was that amongst the masses of
burnt out houses were scattered a few houses
with no damage. The common denominator with
such houses is that they did not have smart
meters installed!

There has been recently on the New Ensign
E-mail list a number of comments about the
foolishness of engaging in the flawed party
political system of the Beast, which brings to
Whilst most people have been distracted with mind the futility of making war with him as spelt
the politics of Brexit such as terms for leaving out to us in Rev. 13:4.
the EU - it being now 2 years since the vote was
won to leave!! Brexit has been used just like the We are also commanded in the Scriptures to
magicians trick of making people look in the come out of her! This means forming our own
wrong direction.
local networks amongst our own people outside
While many have been engaged in the intricacies the knowledge of the beast system and where
of Brexit politics, even more sinister things have possible supporting local businesses run by
been going on right under our noses, for indigenous white people.
example, despite Brexit, our military has been
merged into the EU and the EU laws have been More importantly, we need to keep in close touch
with Him, the all powerful Yahweh through His
written onto our statute book.
Son Yahshua (Yahweh saves) - Praise be His
In order to facilitate the rise of the emerging Name!!
Editor
police state here in the UK and other western
thenewensign@gmail.com
nations, the military interrogation system known
as 5G is being rolled out. Even as this magazine
goes to press, 5G. new transmitter masts are This magazine is for private subscription only
popping up everywhere. 5G will in combination and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
with LED street lights and smart meters form a Message Magazine which is a totally separate
entity.
lethal combination.
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The Immaculate Deception (Part 3)
By
Pastor Eli James
THE DIVISION
WAS OF GOD

miscegenated House of Judah)? This is what
British Israel expects us to believe!!!

Matt. 25:31,32 tells us this: "When the Son of
man shall come in his glory, and all his holy
angels with him, then shall he sit upon the throne
of his glory: And before him shall be gathered
all nations: and he shall SEPARATE THEM
ONE FROM ANOTHER, as a shepherd
DIVIDETH HIS SHEEP FROM THE
[WRONG! These people NEVER referred to GOATS."
themselves as "Jews." Herein lies the historical
misconception which is the basis of the Since the Two Houses are both counted as His
Immaculate Deception. The House of Judah Sheep, all others, especially the Jews, are the
always referred to themselves as "Judah." Pastor goats. Jesus Christ will thereby reclaim His
Bosworth does not realize that the word ‘Jew’ flock. Can anyone seriously claim that the
was deceptively substituted for the word ‘Judah’ Jewish people are of His Flock? – Eli]
in the translations.
In Jeremiah the 3rd chapter, Israel is five times
He is assuming that the Judahites referred to called "Backsliding Israel," a term never once
themselves as "Jews." They did not. The reason applied to Judah, and Judah is four times called
he believes this falsehood is because of the false "Treacherous Judah," a term not once applied to
translations. If the translators had left the word Israel. I will read you this passage:

T

HE SOUTHERN
NATION, which
consisted of the
two tribes of Judah and
Benjamin, was known as
"Judah," "The House of Judah" or "The Jews."

‘Judah’ alone, this false association would not
have occurred in the minds of the deceived. – "And I saw, when for all the causes whereby
BACKSLIDING Israel committed adultery I
Eli]
had put her away, and given her a bill of divorce;
The capital of the SOUTHERN NATION was yet her treacherous sister Judah feared not, but
Jerusalem. If I had more time, I would quote you went and played the harlot also." (Jer. 3:8)
the Scriptures which show that this division of
the Tribes of Israel into two nations was Divinely
Predetermined, Divinely Predicted, Divinely
Emphasized, Divinely Maintained, Divinely
Accomplished, Divinely Explained, Divinely
Approved.

Ask those who declare that Israel and Judah are
the same people to read that passage, analysing
it in the light of their belief. And there are many
such passages showing the clear distinction
between Israel and Judah.

There are more than 2000 references to Israel in
the Bible that have no reference whatever to the
Jews. [Actually, not a single reference to Israel
is a reference to the Jews, because the Jews are
not Israelites at all. They are Edomites (the
Sephardic branch) and Khazars (the Ashkenaz
[With this I concur 100%; and I would hasten to branch). – Eli]
add that neither nation was known as "Jews" at
that time. Now think a moment, dear Christian. On the other hand, there are more than five
Would Yahweh separate two families of the hundred references to Judah that have no
same race and then violate His own Law by reference to Israel, and yet there are those
merging the Israelite family (the Adamic House continually trying to tell us there is no distinction
of Israel) with a mongrel family (the between Israel and Judah, and continually refer
The Scriptures show that this division into Two
Kingdoms had behind it and controlling it, the
fore-ordaining eternal councils of God; and it
took place for great, beneficent, well-defined and
Divine reasons.
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to Israel as Jews, and even change the name of muddying up his own thinking here? Since the
Judah to Israel. It is absurd as to use the words Jews were a totally distinct non-Israelite tribe,
America and England interchangeably.
they should not be called "Judah" or "Israel." -Eli]
[HalleluYAH, Pastor Bosworth!!! – Eli]
Here is another quotation for them to explain:
"Backsliding Israel hath justified herself more
than treacherous Judah." Make Israel and Judah
one and the same people referred to, and the
statement becomes ridiculous.
Many today are evidently unacquainted with the
fact that, according to Biblical history, there was
not a single "Jew" known as such upon the face
of the earth earlier than 600 years after the death
of Moses, or about 1500 years after Abraham
was born. [The actual date, as I have explained
in the Introduction, is 140 BC. – Eli]

The term Jew is never used until more than a
thousand years after Abraham. It appears for the
first time in II Kings 16:6, where we are told that
the King of Israel, together with the King of
Assyria, made war against the King of Judah.
Now since in this passage Israel, one Kingdom,
There were, of course, Hebrews and Israelites made war against the Jews [sic, House of Judah
long before that time; Abraham and Isaac were – Eli], another Kingdom, how can they both be
Hebrews; but they were neither Israelites nor the Jews? [How can either be Jews? – Eli]
Jews. The 12 sons of Jacob were Hebrews and
Israelites, but they were not Jews.
The Scriptures never once refer to the TenTribed House of Israel as "The Jews;" neither
The same may be said of Moses and Aaron, of past, present, nor future. The term "The Jews" is
the people of the Northern Kingdom, of Elijah never, in God’s Word, applied to the 12 Tribes,
and Elisha. To avoid confusion over the collectively, or to the Ten-Tribed House of
expression "Israel" it is necessary to determine Israel.
in which sense it is used in any particular
passage, whether it means:
[And, I would challenge Bosworth or any other
researcher to find the word ‘Jew’ in the original
1) "The whole of the Twelve Tribes;
Hebrew. It is not there. To repeat, the word ‘Jew’
was NOT found in our English Bibles or any
2) Or the House of Judah alone as being a
other Bible because it was an 18th century
part of the Twelve Tribes;
translational invention, from a new a verbal
expression, enhancement, (i. e. substitution)
3) Or the Ten-Tribed Kingdom.
done with malicious forethought and intent, by
the latest practitioners of "the traditions of the
elders." Are you getting it yet?!! – Eli]

Ten Tribed Israel Never Called Jews

Nothing can be more unscriptural than to call all
Israelites "Jews;" it is as absurd as calling all
Americans Californians. Most [Correction: "All"
Israelites, not "most" Israelites, are non-Jews. -Eli] of Israelites are not Jews because they are
the descendants of the other tribes of Israel.
There is just as much reason for calling all
Israelites "Danites" or "Gadites" or
"Ephraimites" as there is for calling them
Judahites or "Jews." It is just as reasonable to
call all "Jews" "Danites" as it is to call all
"Danites" "Jews." [Do you see the confusion

Bishop J. A. Allen of California, speaking of this
modern confusion which we are discussing
writes: –
"For ecclesiastical writers to ignore the national
and racial representative Israelitish names of
Joseph, Ephraim, and Samaria (The name of
Israel’s former capital city) as used in history
and prophecy, and to substitute "The Jews" either
as a name or as a people, calling them the sole
representatives of Israel’s race, is not only the
height of ignorance, but THE GREAT
ECCLESIASTICAL CRIME OF THE
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AGES. Truly an enemy hath done this." [This Genesis 49:10 shows us that Judah represents
statement is so right on the money that I cannot the SCEPTRE family; and I Chronicles 5:2 tells
believe I’m seeing it!!! – Eli]
us "THE BIRTHRIGHT is Joseph’s." Never
try to apply a BIRTHRIGHT blessing to the
In Jeremiah 13:11, nearly 400 years after the Jews [Sic. Judah. The Jews are not to be
tribes were divided by God into the two considered in this equation at all since they are
kingdoms, "The Whole House of Israel" and neither Israel nor Judah. – Eli]
"The Whole House of Judah" are both spoken of
in the same verse, proving that neither House Judah and the Jews [sic] were excluded from the
without the other constitutes all of the Lord’s BIRTHRIGHT promises, Joseph from the
chosen people.
SCEPTRE. The BIRTHRIGHT people are
not, and are never in the Scriptures called Jews.
"The Whole House of Judah" are not all of the [Correct. – Eli]
Lord’s people, and "The Whole House of Israel"
are not all of the Lord’s people. It takes "The In Ezekiel the 37th chapter we are told that "the
Whole House of Israel" together with "The two sticks" which are still separate, but which
Whole House of Judah" to make all of God’s are yet to be reunited, represent Judah [and not
chosen people; and comparatively few of these a single Jew – Eli] on the one hand, and Joseph
are Jews.
and the "House of Israel" on the other. One of
these sticks represents the SCEPTRE people
This text proves conclusively that there is a and the other the BIRTHRIGHT people.
people called the "Whole House of Israel" of
which the "Whole House of Judah" is regarded Judah, the inheritor of the SCEPTRE, is only a
as neither part nor parcel. The Holy Spirit has half bother to Joseph, the inheritor of the
never either in Biblical history or prophecy, BIRTHRIGHT. The SCEPTRE and the
called the 10 Tribed House of Israel "Jews". BIRTHRIGHT inheritors are "two-families"
They have never been called "Jews" except by with different mothers. How could the
uninformed and unscriptural teachers. [Hear! distinction between the SCEPTRE and the
Hear! – Eli]
BIRTHRIGHT families Judah and Israel be
more emphatic? [Why did my pastor never
explain this to me?? -- Eli]
Birthright People Are Not Jews
To be Continued OS 17703

Steven Books

The fact that Jacob’s two wives, Leah and
Rachel, are spoken of as "building the House of
Israel," of necessity divides the immediate
household of Jacob into "two families." In
Jeremiah 33:24 they are spoken of as "the two
families which the Lord hath chosen."
The Covenant promise of the BIRTHRIGHT
was given to one of these families, and that of
the SCEPTRE to the other family. Rachel was
to be the mother of "thousands of millions" while
Leah was to be the mother of royalty.

League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor
148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
E1 5QJ
For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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Old Testament
“Word for Word” Genesis Part 22
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
9. Said Esaw, "I have 3426 abundance 7227,
brother; let it be yours that is yours.
10. Said Yaaqob, "Nay 408, please 4994, if now
4994 I find grace in your sight, then take my
present 4503 from my hand: for therefore I
have seen your face, as seeing the face of
Elohiym, you were pleased 7521 with me.

Chapter 33

11. Take, please, the blessing 1293 that I have
brought you, for gracious 2603 to me is
Elohiym, and because it is 3426 to me
everything 3605. And he urged 6484 him, and
he took it.

1. And lifted up Yaaqob his eyes and looked,
and behold, Esaw came, and with him four 12. And said Esaw, "Let us journey 5265, and
hundred men. And he divided 2673 the children let us walk 1980, and I will walk before you
unto Leah, and unto Rachel, and unto the two 5048.
maidservants.
13. And said Yaaqob to him, "My lord, you
2. And he put the maidservants and their know that the children are tender 7390, and the
children foremost 7223, and Leah and her flocks and herds that have nurselings 5763 are
with me: and if they are overdriven 1849 one
children after, and Rachel and Yoseph after.
day, will die all the flock.
3. And he passed over before them, and bowed
himself to the ground seven times, until he came 14. Pass over, please, my lord, before your
servant; and I will lead on 5095 gently 328, as
near unto his brother.
the
steps 7272 of the possessions 4399 that
are
before
me, and the steps of the children ,
4. And ran Esaw to meet him, and embraced
2263 him, and fell upon his neck 6677, and until that we come to my lord at Seiyra 8165.
kissed 5401 him: and they wept 1058.

15. And said Esaw, "Let me leave 3322 now
5. And he lifted up his eyes, and saw the women with you from the people that are with me." Said
and the children; and said, "Who are those with Yaaqob, "Why this? Let me find grace in the
you?" And Yaaqob said, "The children that sight of my lord."
graciously gave Elohiym to your servant."
16. So returned that day Esaw on his way to
6. Then came near the maidservants, they and Seiyrah.
their children, and bowed themselves.
17. And Yaaqob journeyed 5265 to Sukkothah
7. And came near also Leah and her children 5523, and built 1129 a house, and for his
and bowed themselves; and afterward came livestock 4735 made sukkoth 5521, and upon
near Yoseph and Rachel and bowed themselves. this was called the name of the place Sukkoth
5523.
8. And said Esaw, "What do you mean by all
these droves 4264 which I met 6298? Said 18. And came Yaaqob safely 8003 to the city of
Yaaqob, "To find grace 2580 in the eyes of my Sh'chem 7927, that is in the land of K'naan
3667, and when he came from Padan-Aram
lord 113."
6307 he pitched his tent 2583 before the city.
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19. And he bought 7069 a parcel 2513 of a field 6. Went forth Chamor the father of Sh'chem to
7704, where he had spread 5186 there his tent, Yaaqob,to speak with him.
from the hand of the sons of Chamor 2544 the
father of Shechem, for a hundred pieces of
money 7192.
20. And he erected 5324 there an altar, and
called it El-Elohey-Yis'rael 415.

Chapter 33 Notes
Verse 1 -Yashar (Jasher) 32:52;
Verse 2 - Notice Rachel and Yoseph were at the
rear, protected by those in front. This preference
would develop into trouble later.
Verse 3 - Yashar 32:54;

7. And the sons of Yaaqob came from the fields
when they heard: and were grieved 6087 the
Verse 10 -Yashar 32:64;
men, and were angered 2734 they muchly 3966,
Verse 17 - 5521 means "booths", as brush because moral wickedness 5039 was done to
Yis'rael by lying 7901 with the daughter of
shelters.
Yaaqob; and such 3651 should not 3808 be done.
Verse 19 - Josh. 24:32; John 4:5; Yashar 33:2
7192 is an unknown weight of money (silver). 8. Spoke Chamor with them, saying, "Sh'chem
my son, longs 2836 his soul 5315 for your
Verse 20 - 415 means "Mighty 410 God of 430 daughter: give her please to him as a wife.
Yis'rael 3478"
9. And make marriages 2859 with us, and your
daughters give to us, and our daughters take to
Chapter 34
you.
1. Went forth Diynah 1783 the daughter of 10. And with us you shall dwell; and the land
Leah, that she bare to Yaaqob, to see the shall be before you; dwell and trade 5503, and
daughters of the land.
and get possessions 270 there."
2. And when saw her Sh'chem 7927 son of 11. And said Sh'chem to her father, and to her
Chamor 2544 the Chiwwiy 2340, a chief 5387 brothers, "Let me find favor 2580 in your eyes,
of the land, he took her, and lay 7901 with her, and that which you say to me I will give.
and humbled 6031 her.
12. Ask 7235 of me any 3966 dowry 4119 and
3. And clave 1692 his soul 5315 to Diynah present 4976, and I will give that which you say
daughter of Yaaqob, and he loved 157 the to me; but give to me the damsel for a wife."
damsel 5291, and spoke upon the heart 3820 of
the damsel.
13. And answered 6030 the sons of Yaaqob
Sh'chem and Chamor his father deceitfully 4820
4. And said Sh'chem to Chamor his father, in speaking, because he had defiled Diynah their
saying, "Get 3947 for me this girl 3207 as a sister.
wife."
14. And they said to them, "We are not able to
5. And Yaaqob heard that was defiled 2930 do this thing, to give our sister to a man that is
Diynah his daughter: and his sons were with the not circumcised 6190; because a reproach 2781
livestock in the field: and kept silent 2790 it is to us;
Yaaqob until they came.
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15. But in this we will consent 225 to you: if you 24. Listened to Chamor and to Sh'chem his son
will become like 3644 us, and circumcise 4135 all that went forth from the gate of the city, and
you all the males 2145,
were circumcised all males, all that went forth
from the gate of the city.
16. then we will give our daughters to you, and
your daughters we will take to us, and we will 25. And it was, on the third day, when they were
dwell with you, and shall be as one people.
in pain 3510, that took the two sons of Yaaqob,
Shim'on and Lewiy, brothers of Diynah, each
17. But if you will not listen 8085 to us, to be man his sword 2719, and came upon the city in
circumcised; then we will take our daughter, and safety 983, and slew 2026 all the males.
walk away.
26. And Chamor and Sh'chem his son they slew
18. And pleasing were their words in the sight with the edge 6310 of the sword, and took
of Chamor, and in the sight of Sh'chem son of Diynah from the house of Sh'chem, and went
Chamor.
forth.
19. And did not delay 309 the young man to do 27. The sons of Yaaqob came upon the slain
this thing, because he desired 2654 the daughter 2491, and plundered 962 the city, because they
of Yaaqob:and he was more honorable 3513 had defiled their sister.
than all the house of his father.
28. The sheep, and the cattle, and the asses, and
that which was in the city, and that which was in
the field they took,
29. and all their wealth 2428, and all their little
ones 2945, and their wives they took captive
7617, and plundered all that was in their houses.
30. Said Yaaqob to Shim'on and to Lewiy, "You
have troubled 5916 me to make me odious 887
to the inhabitants 3427 of the land, among the
K'naaniy, and among the P'rizziy: and I being
few 4962 in number 4557, they shall gather
themselves 622 against me, and smite me; and I
shall be destroyed 8045, I and my household."
20. Came Chamor and Sh'chem his son to the 31. And they said, "As a harlot 2181 should they
gate 8179 of the city, and spoke to the men of deal 6213 with our sister?"
the city, saying,

Chapter 34 Notes

21. "These men are peaceable 8003 with us; let
them dwell in the land, and trade 5503 in it; and
the land, behold, is wide 7342 of hand 3027 This chapter has some important little "hints" as
before them, and their daughters we will take as to what is going to happen, and the full story is
found in the Book of Yashar (Jasher - Book of
wives, and our daughters give to them.
the Upright). "Genesis" has a few gaps, which
22. Only this way will consent 225 these men to some other books fill in, but they were removed
dwell with us, and to become one people, if to comply with churchianity's agenda of
circumcised are we, all men as they are modifying Scripture for power and control of the
masses. There is a LOT of information that has
circumcised.
been omitted, and I try to put in the chapter notes
23. Their livestock and possessions 7075, and what is available where needed for complete
all their beasts, shall not they be ours? Only understanding. S. H. A.
consent to them , and they will dwell with us."
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Verse 1 - Yashar (Jasher) 33:6 - Diynah gets Verse 23 - Here we see the greediness of the
curious about the local Canaanite girls, and goes Canaanites of Sh'chem, as they discuss all the
to visit.
"goodies" that Yis'rael had. In the Book of
Yashar the story is more complete, as some of
Verse 2 - A local chief of the Chiwwiy (Hivites, the men of Sh'chem refused to comply with the
a Canaanite tribe) sees Diynah, and then just circumcision, and fled the city, speaking
physically takes her to his house, and ravishes rebellion against the racial aliens of Yis'rael.
her. This was rape of a virgin, punishable by The Chiwwiy were Canaanites, and had their
death. This defiled Diynah, as Yis'rael was own deities, and their own culture, and deeply
NEVER to breed with Canaanites, by the resented Yis'rael even being there. They planned
command of Yahweh.
to attack Yis'rael, and Diynah, being captive in
Sh'chem's house, overheard this, and sent word
Verse 3 - Yashar 33:11; Verse 5 - Yashar 33:15; to her brothers. THIS is what prompted the
attack by Shim'on and Lewiy, coupled with the
Verses 5-7 - Yaaqob and his sons learn of the defilement of a virgin of Yis'rael, and keeping
rape, and the sons are working up a killing rage. her captive. The Canaanites will always be
enemies of Yis'rael, and the two brothers just
Verse 7 - Yashar 33:20;
"beat them to the punch." Remember - Diynah
means "justice" in Hebrew. So be it.
Verses 8,9,10 - Yashar 33:24; Ex.34:12-16;
Ezra 9: all.
Verse 24 - Yashar 32:2-18;
Verses 8-12 - Chamor and Sh'chem ask for
Diynah as a wife for Sh'chem, who has her
stashed away in his house already. They were
unaware of the prohibition by Yahweh against
intermarriage, and further inflame the anger of
the sons of Yaaqob.

Verse 26 - Yashar 34:26;

Verse 30 - Yashar 34:32,33 Yaaqob is upset, as
he had hoped to "get along" with the local
Canaanites. He felt they were outnumbered, and
feared for the family's safety. For what Shim'on
and Lewiy did, they would later be passed over
Verse 13 - As "deceitfully" has the connotation for the birthright, which went to Yoseph
of "treachery", so the sons of Yaaqob felt no eventually.
obligation towards people that would do such a
thing to their treasured sister.
Verse 31 - Yashar 34:34
Verse 14 - Here, they "hinted" at the problem,
but did not fully inform the two Canaanites that
Yis'rael could NEVER marry with their kind,
circumcision or no.

To be Continued

British Israel Doctrine Problems - Part 7
By Arnold Kennedy

T

HE WORDS
BROTHERHOOD
or
brethren are mostly
used to indicate those
having a kinsmanblood
relationship,
rather than some
common belief. From
the translations the
common belief might
sometimes appear to be the meaning but the
proper meaning of ‘brother’ should never be

overlooked. The words are used in both the near
and remote relationships. Because the words
brethren or brothers are much used word in the
New Testament books, it is important to know
the common usage.
In James it is given as being those of the Twelve
Tribes [Israel]. The remote relationship is given
in James 2:21 as our father Abraham. James
suggests a spiritual origin in James 1:18: “Of His
own will begat He us with the word of truth”.
This only confirms the word of truth being given
to Israel. The wrong use of the words in a belief
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connection or a spiritual application does not Old Testament texts. They were “holy” or
eliminate this from its proper relevance to “sanctified” by the Spirit upon them [both are
kinsmen of Israel.
the same word in the original texts, meaning
“separated” or “set apart”]. They are holy in a
In some of the post-KJV translations, either the way in which no other race is separated unto
Twelve Tribes or brethren are omitted, thus God.
hiding the troublesome-to-them truth of
Scripture. This book is addressed to the Twelve 1 Peter 1:10 Of which salvation the prophets
Tribes.
have inquired and searched diligently, who
prophesied of the grace that should come unto
A glance at an interlinear literal Greek-English you.
translation will immediately show the
misleading translation in some versions. Sad to The “you” here refers to the strangers etc of
say, some modern, religious translators and verses 1 and 2. The prophets all prophesied about
teachers seek to insert or substitute their grace that would come to Israel. There is no
particular doctrine, especially when it comes to prophecy about this grace being to others. Peter
the racial issues in the Bible.
was writing to Israelites!
The Living Bible is probably one of the worst in
this respect. Paraphrases cannot be used to study
the Bible.
James 2:21 Was not Abraham our father
justified by works, …
“Father” here is pater meaning an earlier
member of the same family. When we look at
these two quotations from James we have to
admit or deny that this letter was written in this
present age [AD].
Anyone who wants to say this letter is written to
other than the Twelve Tribes as well as to those
whose father was Abraham, has to explain when
the transition took place to make it include
everyone else. This explanation is required also
for other New Testament books.

1 Peter 1:11 Searching what, or what manner of
time the Spirit of Christ which was in them did
signify …
This anointing Spirit was in them [note this well
because we will come upon this again later] and
the Word goes on to say:

1 Peter 1:1,2 … to the strangers scattered …
elect according to the foreknowledge of God the 1 Peter 1:15 But as he which hath called you is
Father, through sanctification of the Spirit, … holy, so be ye holy in all manner of conversation.
Comparison of this verse and also pilgrims and
strangers [1 Peter 2:11] with other places in the
New Testament, and with the counterparts in the
Old Testament [see Psalm 39:12], will quickly
identify these particular strangers as being
Israelites who had been living apart from God
and the temple system.
The author’s paper entitled Pilgrims, Strangers
and Israel deals with this in detail. These
particular words are used of Israel when Israel
is scattered among the other races. They were
“elect”, a word covered lightly earlier on in the

This is another quotation from the Old Testament
which shows that there is no New Testament
change in the separate nature of Israel. This
separation is to be maintained.
The KJV translates Lev 11:45 as,” I am the Lord
that bringeth you up out of the Land of Egypt to
be your God. Ye shall therefore be holy, for I am
holy”. It is God who made Israel a holy people.
God is holy now. Israel also is holy [separate] to
God now. This is what the verse is saying.
“Holy” does not mean righteous, as some would
lead us to believe.
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1 Peter 2:9 But ye are a chosen generation, a
royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar
people; .
..
We have looked at this quotation from Exodus
19:5 which Peter quotes here. Israel is still an
holy nation and not a “church” in the commonly
accepted meaning of the word “church”.

the sins of Israel and Jesus describes Himself as
the Shepherd of the sheep, but never as the
shepherd of the Tares or the Goats or of any other
race. Again, the pronouns refer to those being
addressed, again they are brethren, etc.

2 Peter 3:2-4 That ye may be mindful of the
words which were spoken before by the holy
[that is, separated] prophets, and the
Peter goes on to show that this nation had a king commandment of us the apostles of the Lord and
that they were to honour. This nation must have Saviour.
been in existence at the time of writing. In a later
chapter we will show that this king was not the These prophets were prophets of Israel. The Lord
Emperor of the Roman Empire, as some modern and Saviour is the Lord and Saviour of Israel and
translations say in their footnotes.
never of others.
2 Peter 1:4 Whereby are given unto us The words of the Apostles do not override the
exceeding great and precious promises: …
words of the Prophets. The Apostles confirm the
Prophets. In this verse the Apostles and Prophets
These promises are stated in Romans 9:3,4 to be are linked together.
given to kinsmen of the flesh who are Israelites
and that the promises pertained to them. Peter Peter had already written about the false prophets
also wrote to Israelites!
who would be “among you” and he describes
their character. In John’s letters there is much
1 Peter 2:17 ... honour the King.
separation by pronouns.
1 John 2:12 I write to you little children, because
your sins are forgiven for his name’s sake.
1 John 2:19 They went out from us, because
they were not of us; for if they had been of us,
they would no doubt have continued with us: …
1 John 2:20 But ye have an unction from the
Holy One, …
1 John 2:27 But the anointing which ye have
received of him abideth in you, …
In prophecy, the House of Israel would always
have a monarch on the continuing Throne of
David, whereas the House of Judah would not
have a monarch in the last days. When the two
Houses regather to the Holy (separate) Land,
they will have one Head again (Hos 1:11 and
please note the timing of this). It has not
happened yet!

1 John 3:9 whosoever is born of God [that is,
from above by spirit and by water] does not
commit [practise] sin.
1 John 5:18 We know that whosoever is born
of God sinneth not, …

“Your sins” refers to the sins of those to whom
John is writing. Jesus did come to save “HIS
1 Peter 2:24,25 Who his own self bare our sins People” from their sins. John also refers to
in his own body … for ye were as sheep going certain people who are false and by pronoun
astray; but are now returned unto the Shepherd separation these are “they” as opposed to “ye”
and Bishop of your souls.
and “we”.
This is under the New Testament which some of They were not of us tells us that they were
the House of Israel had come under. Jesus bare different in some way, even if they professed to
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believe in Jesus! It becomes self-evident that the
anointing “which abideth in you” could only
abide because the anointed people are conceived
with this potential. How else could it abide? This
bears witness to the anointed race in the Old
Testament. These alone have the capacity to
“hear” and to “believe”.
The first chapter of John’s epistle speaks of
hearing, seeing, looking upon and handling “that
which was from the beginning”. These were
Israelites to whom Jesus was manifest. John the
Baptist said, “that He might be made manifest
to Israel”-[John 1:31].

They are in the same category as foreigners who
try to separate themselves from other nations by
living in Israel - they are not begotten from
above and hence are also not having the spirit.
ISRAEL IN THE JOHN’S REVELATION
Jehovah is not the God of all nations. He is
confined to one nation - the sons of Jacob. No
Biblical record can be found that Jehovah is the
God of any people other than Israel. In the book
of Revelation, THE TWELVE TRIBES still
feature! They have in no way become some
non-Israel, non-twelve-tribed church! This book
begins by speaking of the revelation, to show
unto His servants things which must shortly
come to pass. This revelation is to His Servants
of the twelve tribes only and this is confirmed in
many places.

In 1 John 2:7, he shows that he is addressing
those who had the old commandment from the
beginning. These can only be Israelites. I John
2:24 indicates that what was heard from the
beginning about the old commandment must
remain in the hearers in order to continue in the Rev 1:2 Who bear record of the word of God,
Son and in the Father. These also can only be and of the testimony of Jesus Christ, …
Israelites.
This book does not bear witness to anything
Jude 3 … the common salvation [that is, outside of what has been revealed in the Word
common to Israel and Judah] the faith which was of God or the Spirit of Prophecy. The testimony
once [that is, without change] delivered unto the of Israel racially has been clearly revealed
saints – [that is, the separated people].
through the Word.
TO CONCLUDE

These Scriptures show the exclusive nature of
Israel as a continuing theme throughout both
Testaments. If we do not want to accept all these
references, then what is to be done with them?
The acceptance or non-acceptance of an
exclusive Israel determines the prophetic stream
one subscribes to. When exclusive Israel
becomes the foundation of prophetic
interpretation, much of the common conflicts in
prophecy are found to disappear. But, above all,
the acceptance or non-acceptance determines our
ability to believe and to understand Jesus’ words.
Jude 19 These be they who separate It is not difficult to conclude that the Bible is a
themselves, sensual, having not the Spirit.
book primarily about Israel [as a people] because
Jehovah is consistently declared to be the God
Amongst God’s saints are others who separate of this one people. We find other Biblical
themselves from God through their disbelief. statistics, such as:–
They were not born in such a state – they become
that way by their own choice and their own Israel as Yisra’el 2,514 times [Old Testament]
actions. They are described as not having the Israel as Israel 70 times [New Testament]
spirit, that is, they may as well have been born
outside Israel.
Jacob [KJV] 358 times [24 in New Testament]
Judah 813 times; Ephraim 172 times;
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Manasseh 143 times; Hebrews 21 times; Lord
God of Israel 110 times; God of Israel 90 times;
Holy One of Israel31 times; Lord God of the
Hebrews 5 times; Mighty God of Jacob 4 times
Hope of Israel 2 times Congregation of Israel
160 times [as qahal]; 173 times [as edah];
Assembly of Israel 21 times [as atsarah];
Ecclesia 116 times in New Testament; Tribes
[shebet] of Israel 190 times [Old Testament];
Tribes [phule] of Israel 31 times [New
Testament]; People of Israel 19 times [KJV]; My
people 231 times; Of Israel 1,692 times; To
Israel 23 times. For Israel 24 times

isolate Israel as a people. Their personal God,
Jehovah, [Yehovah] is mentioned 6,528 times.
In most cases the AV wrongly renders this as
‘Lord’ and only four places as ‘Jehovah’ The
true pronunciation of God’s name is unknown.
This presentation might well come as a shock to
sincere dedicated Christians and there will be
immediate reactions, all of which can be
answered when we find out which “world” it is
that God “so loved”. The hinge-point Scriptures,
“Go ye into all the world” and “God so loved the
world” can likewise be answered clearly. The
author has papers on these topics.

Then we find expressions like, Israel’s God, the
Light of, the Rock of, the Redeemer of, the Stone
of, the Shepherd of, the Portion of, the God of;
all of which refer expressly to Israel.

Jesus said, “I lay down my life for the Sheep”.
Israel is described so often as the “sheep of my
pasture”. There is no record of Jesus giving
Himself for “goats” or “tares” or anyone else.
The whole premise shown in the British-Israel
Then there are expressions like the God of your quotes are absolutely wrong, being based upon
fathers and fathers of Israel [“fathers” is a superficial interpretation of a passage. The
mentioned 549 times including 56 in the New author has papers dealing with every objection
Testament].
to “The Exclusiveness of Israel”.
There is the intimate word Jeshurun for Israel.
There are about 5,000 direct references that
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The Body of Moses
By
Ray Burton (New Zealand)
Jude 9; King James engaged in argument with the devil about the
corpse of Moses, dared to denounce him in the
Version (KJV)
language of abuse; all he said was, ‘May the
Lord rebuke you.'

Y

ET MICHAEL
the archangel,
w h e n
contending with the devil
he disputed about the
body of Moses, durst not bring against him a
railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke
thee.

Deut: 34; 5-6; King James Version
(KJV) 5 So Moses the servant of the Lord died
there in the land of Moab, according to the word
of the Lord.
6 And he buried him in a valley in the land of
Moab, over against Bethpeor: but no man
knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day.

When the Archangel Michael was in debate with
the devil, disputing the possession of Moses’
body, he did not presume to condemn him with
insulting words, but said:– “May the Lord rebuke
you.”

So is this what Michael and the Devil were
having a heated debate about? All seems to fit
quite well doesn’t it? For we have seen above
three versions which all appear to agree. In
Deut.: 34; 5-6, we have a dead body, while the
Jude 9; The Jerusalem Bible (Popular Edition): Jerusalem version says a dead corpse.. But is
Not even the archangel Michael, when he was that so>
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We will look at four pertinent word:–

17 And Moses' father in law said unto him, The
thing that thou doest is not good.

Michael
Archangel
Devil
Body

18 Thou wilt surely wear away, both thou, and
this people that is with thee: for this thing is too
heavy for thee; thou art not able to perform it
thyself alone.
19 Hearken now unto my voice, I will give thee
counsel, and God shall be with thee: Be thou for
the people to God-ward, that thou mayest bring
the causes unto God:
20 And thou shalt teach them ordinances and
laws, and shalt shew them the way wherein they
must walk, and the work that they must do.
21 Moreover thou shalt provide out of all the
people able men, such as fear God, men of truth,
hating covetousness; and place such over them,
to be rulers of thousands, and rulers of hundreds,
rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens:
22 And let them judge the people at all seasons:
and it shall be, that every great matter they shall
bring unto thee, but every small matter they shall
judge: so shall it be easier for thyself, and they
shall bear the burden with thee.

BODY (J. Strong 4983) Soma - from 4982 the
body (as a sound whole) used in a very wide 23 If thou shalt do this thing, and God command
application)
thee so, then thou shalt be able to endure, and all
this people shall also go to their place in peace.
King James Version (KJV), Exodus 18:
13-24.
24 So Moses hearkened to the voice of his father
in law, and did all that he had said.
13 And it came to pass on the morrow, that
Moses sat to judge the people: and the people King James Version (KJV), Numbers;
stood by Moses from the morning unto the 11: 16-17.
evening.
14 And when Moses' father in law saw all that
he did to the people, he said, What is this thing
that thou doest to the people? why sittest thou
thyself alone, and all the people stand by thee
from morning unto even?

16 And the Lord said unto Moses, Gather unto
me seventy men of the elders of Israel, whom
thou knowest to be the elders of the people, and
officers over them; and bring them unto the
tabernacle of the congregation, that they may
stand there with thee.

15 And Moses said unto his father in law, 17 And I will come down and talk with thee
Because the people come unto me to enquire of there: and I will take of the spirit which is upon
God:
thee, and will put it upon them; and they shall
bear the burden of the people with thee, that thou
16 When they have a matter, they come unto me; bear it not thyself alone.
and I judge between one and another, and I do
make them know the statutes of God, and his So, here we have it, as in Col. 1:18, and he is
laws.
head of the body, the Church (The called out
ones). Who is the beginning, the first born from
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the dead. As in many places in the New whom he hath chosen will he cause to come near
Testament, the word body is not to be taken unto him.
literally. Moses body was alive and kicking!
Numbers-16:28-32 And Moses said, Hereby
The seventy elders called out to be a collective ye shall know that the Lord hath sent me to do
all these works; for I have not done them of mine
body of Christ.
own mind.
The Devil
29 If these men die the common death of all men,
or if they be visited after the visitation of all men;
then the Lord hath not sent me.
30 But if the Lord make a new thing, and the
earth open her mouth, and swallow them up, with
all that appertain unto them, and they go down
quick into the pit; then ye shall understand that
these men have provoked the Lord.
31 And it came to pass, as he had made an end
of speaking all these words, that the ground clave
asunder that was under them:
Strong - Devil, 1228––diabolos - crom –1225 a transducer, Spec. Satan (comp. 7854 Heb.)
Devil - slanderer (Dictionary definition - to
speak badly of; to misrepresent) That is, Korah
- a Devil! See below.

32 And the earth opened her mouth, and
swallowed them up, and their houses, and all the
men that appertained unto Korah, and all their
goods.

Archangel
King James Version (KJV), Numbers;
Strong 743 - from 757 and 32, a chief angel archangel. It comes from the Greek words; 757
1 Now Korah, the son of Izhar, the son of archo, a prime verb to be first (in political power
Kohath, the son of Levi, and Dathan and Abiram, rank or power), reign (rule) over. 32 aggelos
the sons of Eliab, and On, the son of Peleth, sons from aggrello, (probably der, from 71 comp 34).
of Reuben, took men:
Would it not fit Moses?
16: 1-5.

2 And they rose up before Moses, with certain Michael
of the children of Israel, two hundred and fifty
princes of the assembly, famous in the Strong - 3413 of Hebrew or 4318 Michael - an
congregation, men of renown:
archangel.
3 And they gathered themselves together against
Moses and against Aaron, and said unto them,
Ye take too much upon you, seeing all the
congregation are holy, every one of them, and
the Lord is among them: wherefore then lift ye
up yourselves above the congregation of the
Lord?

Thayer’s Greek Lexicon - From Hebrew, i.e.
who is like God. The name of an Archangel who
was supposed to be the guardian angel of the
Israelites. (Dan. 12:1, Jude 9 and Rev. 12.7).
Gesenius Lexicon:– Who is like unto Jehovah.

So we can see now that Michael is a name and
4 And when Moses heard it, he fell upon his face: a title. Would that not also describe Moses. Jude
9.
5 And he spake unto Korah and unto all his
Michael
company, saying, Even to morrow the Lord will
shew who are his, and who is holy; and will Michael (one who is like unto God) who was
cause him to come near unto him: even him first (in political rank), i.e. Moses whom, the
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Devil Korah, disputed with Moses his authority
from the Lord about the leadership over
ISRAEL.

The End OS22963

Harold Stough Notes
George The Third’s Funeral Sermon
(Part 5) By
The Rev. Richard Grime
The heart expanding influence of Religion, has
awaked in our country a lively interest for the
Heathen World; which has issued in the
formation of various Missionary Societies, and
the going forth of many heralds, proclaim
salvation through Jesus, to the most benighted
Gentiles: and, it is perhaps not too much to
assent, as nearly all the protestant Missions in
the world, were, during the late war, under
British protection, that our late king was literally,
“The Defender of the Faith” throughout the
World.

St George's Chapel, Windsor, were
the funeral of King George III was
conducted

T

HE SAME MAY BE SAID in reference
to his Majesty’s Roman Catholic
subjects in Canada. All classes have
enjoyed liberty of conscience and worship; and
the toleration and countenance dissenters have
enjoyed, have been attended with the erection of
thousands of places of worship and a great
increase of vital godliness among the different
sects. Village preaching, has received the
sanction of the legislature; and bigotry hides its
face with shame for its past boldness, effrontery,
and blood.
Even the Roman Catholics enjoy more
privileges, than they have ever had, since the
Protestant Faith has been predominant; and,
though they have not a perfect equality or civil
rights, they have been abundantly favoured with
religious freedom.

It would be highly ungrateful in me, were I, as
a member of the Church of the United Brethren,
commonly called Moravians, not to
acknowledge the flourishing state of their
Missions among the heathen, to be a proof of the
favour which our lamented Sovereign bore
towards such institutions. In unison with the
spirit that dictated the enlightening of the
Heathen by the ministry of the gospel, were the
efforts that led to the formation of the Bible
Society which aims at leaving no family in the
world without the Word of God, as a solace in
affliction, and as a lamp to their feet to guide
them, in the way to life eternal.
The advantages of this institution are as
incalculable, as they are important in their happy
consequences. The introduction of Sunday, and
other Benevolent Schools, took place in the late
Reign; and what has been before remarked, on
the late King’s patronage of the Lancasterian
Schools, goes far to prove, that his Majesty took
real pleasure in them.
I might greatly enlarge in enumerating the almost
numberless Societies for the Relief of the Poor,
at home and abroad, to support them more
comfortably in age and comparative health, or
to aid them in sickness,—Hospitals of every
kind, county Infirmaries, Dispensaries, and
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Charitable Associations. And surely, to be
indifferent to these benefits, bestowed upon ns
under the Reign of our deceased Monarch, or to
be ungrateful for then, would increase our
national and individual guilt.

their story. They did so, and related that their
mother had been dead three days, and still lay
unburied, that their father, whom they were
afraid of losing, was stretched by her was
stretched out on a bed of straw, in a sick and
hopeless condition, and that they had neither
But I cannot close this address, without calling money, food, nor firing, at home.
your attention to our late King's example, that
you may be excited to follow it.—Remember his The artless tale was more than sufficient to excite
faith. It was fixed on the Lord Jesus Christ, “His sympathy in the Royal bosom. His Majesty,
blood and righteousness, as the only hope of a therefore, ordered the boys to proceed
sinner.”
homeward, and followed them until they reached
a wretched hovel. There he found the mother
It was unshaken by the blasts of scepticism, and dead, apparently through the want of common
unmoved by those sweeping torrents of necessaries,—the father ready to perish also, but
infidelity, which inundated Europe at the time still encircling with his feeble arms, the deceased
of the French Revolution. It was a faith that partner of his woes; as if unwilling to survive
wrought by love,—love to God and man, many her!
proofs of which, have been mentioned. —
Practise his humility.
The sensibility of the Monarch betrayed itself,
in the tears, which started from his eyes; and,
Before his God, he deemed himself the worst, leaving all the cash he had with him, he hastened
not only of those, who should lie with him in the back to Windsor, related to the Queen what he
Royal sepulchre; but also, I really believe, of all had witnessed, sent an immediate supply of
those, who shall dwell with him in glory; and, provisions, clothes, coals, and everything
perhaps, considering his advantages of Divine necessary for the comfort of the helpless family.
influence and human instruction, of all his living
fellow sinners.
Towards men, not only his inferiors, but such as
were in the lowest walks of society, he was
condescending and affable. Shall the Sovereign
enter cottages, and familiarly converse with their
inhabitants, and shall his Subjects treat their
inferiors, as though God had not made all men
of one blood?
How amiable does the character of our late
beloved Monarch appear in the following
narrative!
In the severe winter of 1784, his Majesty,
regardless of the weather, was taking a solitary
walk on foot, when he was met by two boys, the
eldest not eight years of age, who, although
ignorant that it was the King, fell on their knees
before him, and wringing their little hands,
prayed for relief. “The smallest relief,” they
cried, “for we are hungry, very, hungry, and have
nothing to eat.” More they would have said, but
a torrent of tears, which gushed down their
innocent cheeks, checked their utterance.
The father of his people raised the weeping
suppliants, and encouraged them to proceed with
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Revived by the bounty of the Sovereign, the old
man soon recovered; and the King, to finish the
good work he had so gloriously begun, educated
and provided for the children — Follow him in
his Holy life.
You have not heard, (at least I have not) of his
giving way, in a single instance, to intemperance.
His chastity was exemplary. His performance of
the relative duties, such as rendered him beloved
and revered. And his devotion, having been
already brought before your view, need not be
again described.
His example of good works, is worthy of your
imitation. Permit me again to remind you, that
in alms-giving and in furthering the cause of
God, we are not left merely to the capricious
choice and inclination of our own hearts; for, as
only stewards of what we possess, we may, in
the appointments of God with Israel, and the
discourses of Jesus and his Apostles, see the
specific instructions of our Lord to us in that
character.

Be persuaded to a similar confidence in God with
that of your late King. Commit the care of your
persons, families, and circumstances into the
hands of a faithful God; and rely on him, who
neither slumbers nor sleeps, and is the Keeper of
Israel, who knows your wants, your cares, your
concerns, your best interests, and will protect
and bless you, exceeding abundantly above all
that you ask or think. Contemplate the assured
hope of the lamented Monarch. This elevated
him above the world, gave him a superiority over
its vicissitudes, and kept his mind, even in its
aberrations, in intercourse with angels, by some
of whom, when the hour of high and Divine
appointment, for his admission into glory
arrived, he was translated to its full fruition in
the presence of his ever-blessed God and
Saviour,—to whom be all the praise of what he
was, and what he is!

Amen
The End

Letters and Views
after the expulsion from Spain and sank from the
sight of men at the dissection of Poland in 1772
.Contemplated in that historical perspective, the
threefold purposes of the grand design becomes
clear, and events have demonstrated them.
First, through revolution the process of
emancipation (and therewith of Jewish
assimilation in the west) might be reversed and
the supremacy of the ruling sect in Jewry
maintained.
Second, through revolution vengeance might be
taken on Christendom for the expulsion from
Tommy Robinson
Spain, or perhaps for the existence of
,
Sir__,It is plain to see that you have not read Christendom (for that is the affront to which the
"Masters of Truth, Fathers of Lies" which I Talmud is in effect the answer).
circulated in the group, otherwise you would see
the game play with Tommy Robinson or Third, revolution would promote the fulfilment
whatever alias he chooses. ---"for the of The Law, which ordained the ruination of the
heathen and the triumph of the chosen People,
management of our lesser brethren."
or at any rate of the sect which used that
“Therefore the mass move into the revolutionary beguiling term-” (The Controversy of Zion)
camp must be regarded as one of high policy,
directed after full consideration by that Jewish “The influence of the Jews may be traced in the
government which was transferred to Poland last outbreak of the destructive principle in
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Europe. An insurrection takes place against
tradition and aristocracy, against religion and
property. Destruction of the Semitic principle,
extirpation of the Jewish religion, whether in the
Mosaic or the Christian form, the natural
equality of men and the abrogation of property
are proclaimed by the Secret Societies which
form Provincial Governments and men of Jewish
Race are found at the head of every one of them.

The Protocols certainly confirm this! This next
quotation by Walter Rathenau, a Jewish banker
who financed the Kaiser would certainly lead
us to believe this to have been the case. And what
of the second world war?
We know from The Protocols that “Nowadays,
if any States raise a protest against us it is
only pro forma at our discretion, and by our
direction, for their anti-Semitism is
indispensable to us for the management of our
lesser brethren.” Perhaps the claims of the
massacres at the hands of Nazi Germany of
millions of Jews was masterminded by the elect
few.
“Three hundred men, each of whom knows all
the others, govern the fate of the European
continent, and they elect their successors from
their entourage.”(Walter Rathenau, the Jewish
Banker behind the Kaiser writing in the German
Weiner Frei Presse, December 24th 1912.)

“The meaning of the history of the last century
is that today 300 Jewish financiers, all Masters
of Lodges, rule the world.” (Jean Izoulet,
Tommy Robinson
member of the Jewish Alliance Israelite
The people of God co-operate with atheists the Universelle 1931.)
most skilful accumulators of property ally
themselves with Communists; the peculiar and “Nowadays, with the destruction of the
chosen Race touch the hand of all the scum and aristocracy, the people have fallen into the grips
low castes of Europe; and all this because they of merciless money-grinding scoundrels who
wish to destroy that ungrateful Christendom have laid a pitiless and cruel yoke upon the
which owes to them even its name, and whose necks of the workers.
tyranny they can no longer endure”. (Benjamin
Disraeli - The Life of Lord George Bentinck “We appear on the scene as the alleged saviours
of the worker from the oppression and we
1852)
suggest that he should enter the ranks of our
fighting
forces - Socialists,
Anarchists,
“Let me tell you the following words as if I were
showing you the rungs of a ladder leading Communists - to whom we always give support
upward and upward: Herzl, the Zionist in accordance with an alleged brotherly rule
Congress; the English Uganda proposition; the (of the solidarity of all humanity) of our social
future world war, the peace conference, where Masonry.
with the help of England a free and Jewish
Palestine will be created-” (Max Nordau, a Jew, The aristocracy, which enjoyed by law the
speaking at the Zionist Congress at Basle in labour of the workers, was interested in seeing
that the workers were well fed, healthy and
August 1903.)
strong. We are interested in just the opposite A prophesy of a future world war and a peace in the diminution, the KILLING OUT OF THE
conference concerning the establishment of a GOYIM.
Jewish Palestine? Or a deliberate leak of a master
plan? We know all this came to pass- Was the Our power is in the chronic shortness of food
first world war deliberately caused by the and physical weakness of the worker because
by all that this implies he is made the SLAVE
Jewsof our will, and he will not find in his own
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authorities either strength or energy to set
against our will. Hunger gives capital the right
to rule the worker more surely than it was given
to the aristocracy by the legal authority of kings.

lawfully constituted Parliament because the
House of Commons imposed its will on the
House of Lords they over awed the House of
Lords into agreeing they could not prevent a bill
from the House of Commons becoming law they
“By want and the envy and hatred which it could only hold it up for a while.
engenders we shall move the mobs and with
their hands we shall wipe out all those who To over awe either house constitutes an act of
hinder us on our way-” (The Protocols). Yours treason contrary to section 3 of the 1848 Treason
truly, Paul Talbot-Jenkins Bsc (Hons) "Semper Felony Act. The government of the day also stole
veritas"
the Royal Prerogative from King George V.
________________
Since that time parliament has in law become a
felonious assembly and in the last 50 years a
criminal enterprise. So what can we do about this
Revolution & Law
state of affairs? Well the common law gives us
the answer, it states quite clearly as in the case
of the Bristol riots which took place on the
29-30-31st October 1831. Every subject of the
King has a common law duty in the case of riot
or a felonious assemble to arm himself to the best
of his ability and on his own authority to put
down the riot or felonious assembly.
A magistrate can order the subjects of the King
to perform this duty but if the subject refuses his
common law duty to act with or without the
authority of a magistrate and failure to act to
suppress the riot or felonious assembly can result
in being tried in a court of law for the common
law offence of not acting. It does not specifically
say so but in most cases the requirement is for
What is a revolution and can it ever be lawful
men between the ages of 12 and 60.
and who can do what in it?
If we accept as we must this common law
requirement to put down a felonious assembly
and with the fraudulent expenses claims the
many acts of treason in relation to the EU, the
theft of our tax monies to give away as foreign
aid when constitutionally the King is permitted
to tax us to improve the Kingdom and its safety
How can it ever be legal to overthrow our elected
or to fight a war and for no other reason.
government? The answer lies in two things one
the 1559 Act of Supremacy which made Queen
Our common and constitutional laws make no
Elizabeth I the supreme governor of England.
provision to tax us to give the money away when
Parliament are not as everyone is told law
none of us have or would have voted to give it
makers they are advisors to the lawfully anointed
away to people we do not know or in fact care
sovereign, they discuss things which ought or
about. Added to this the theft and use of the
need to be done and they petition the sovereign
Prerogative by ministers when the common law
who will grant or refuse the Royal assent.
of Kingship vest the King and only the King with
the Royal Prerogative.
It is the Royal assent given in person by the
lawfully anointed sovereign which makes law.
So the common law instructs us to arm ourselves
So Parliament advises the sovereign decides.
to put down a felonious assembly so it authorises
us to put down the felonious assembly
Since 1911 when the Parliament Act was put on
the statute books Parliament has not been a
Revolution is the act of over throwing
government. And it can not only be legal and
lawful to overthrow government but there are
occasions when it is sound common sense to do
it.
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accusations of brutality levelled against them.
They might say, "but our camps had no gas
masquerading as a lawful Parliament which it chambers; we didn't exterminate the inmates."
Well, the German camps didn't have homicidal
clearly is not. Yours truly, Albert Burgess.
gas chambers either, only small ones for
—------------------fumigating clothing and mattresses for the
purpose of saving lives and keeping inmates
healthy.
This website has spent a lot of time proving that
there is zero evidence that any Jew died from
gassing exposure. It never happened. So the
point here is to ‘Never Forget' all suffering
inflicted on innocent people. - Carolyn

Quote
"Truth, like gold, is to be obtained not by its
growth, but by washing away from it all that is
not gold." -- Leo Tolstoy. Yours truly, Kevin.
_______________
Did you know that Israel also had concentration
camps? You probably have not learned this at
school
We all know the German concentration camps
during the Second World War. But during the
history lesson at school you probably did not
learn anything about the 22 concentration and
work camps that existed in Israel between 1948
and 1955.
Thanks to the work of the Palestinian historian
Salman Abu Sitta we now know more about
these camps, said Yazan al-Saadi writing for the
newspaper Al-Akhbar English.

From Daniel Johns
__________________________

A study on the camps has appeared in the Journal
of Palestine Studies, which is based on
information collected during the 1948 war by the
International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC).

Israeli Concentration Camps

Only way to establish a Jewish state

Sir____, Israeli concentration camps you do not The information from the ICRC was released in
1996 and discovered by chance in 1999 by one
learn about at school.
of the authors.
I received this article from “Hendrik”. I cannot
vouch for its reliability but I don't think it is The documents show that Israel put thousands
saying anything that is stretching the truth. of Palestinian civilians in concentration camps
Seems pretty much what we've known all along. and used them for forced labour.
So I decided to post it as a reminder in this time
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The documents show that Zionist leadership saw
the expulsion of the Palestinian civilian
population as the only way to establish a Jewish
state in Palestine.

Sounds familiar. If we are to believe the
testimony of every Jew (think Claude
Lanzmann's 8-hour film “Shoah”) then why not
believe the testimony of every Palestinian too?]

(This I know is true. How is this any different
from the “Nazis” decision that the only way for
Germans to control their own state was to expel
the Jews? In the German situation, same as in
the Palestinian, it was the Jews who were the
newcomers, or invaders.

Palestinian civilians were abducted and detained
on a large scale. They had to survive in the
camps under miserable conditions. (Worse than
German conditions, you can be sure.) Posted by
K. H - Midlands
_____________

In Palestine, however, the Zionists put on a false
mantle of the original people.' They are still
LEAVING THE EU
trying to convince the world that they have an
ancient religious claim to the land of Palestine. Sir___, Here is a copy of a letter I sent to Theresa
May.
CY)

British Officers
The first camp, located about 13 kilometres from
Jaffa, was called Ijlil and consisted largely of
tents. The camp was surrounded by fences with
barbed wire, watchtowers and a gate with guards.

On the 23rd June 2016, Her Majesty’s subjects
voted to reverse the treason of every government
since Edward Heath betrayed this Kingdom for
30 pieces of silver, or in his case £60,000, the
cost of a new yacht.

Besides Ijlil there were four other 'official' You were given a clear and unequivocal
concentration camps, namely Atlit, Sarafand, instruction to get us out of the EU. Our Common
Umm Khalid and Tel Letwinsky, near Tel Aviv. and Constitutional Law forbids our membership
of the EU and you were instructed to get us out
All camps were led by British officers who were and restore the constitutional independence of
left behind after the British army had withdrawn Her Majesty’s Kingdom.
from Palestine in May 1948.
It is abundantly clear that you have not the
The guards were former members of the Irgun faintest idea of constitutional and common law,
and Lehi, two Zionist paramilitary organizations nor do you understand the tremendous authority
who were known as terrorist organizations.
Her Majesty possesses in this, Her Kingdom.
Her Kingdom, not yours. Your statement that
In addition to the five recognized camps there when you use the Royal Prerogative you are the
were at least 17 concentration camps that are Queen, is not only wrong but it is treason
nowhere mentioned in official sources and that contrary to the 1351 Treason Act. The
have been discovered on the basis of testimonies appropriate penalty in your case is burning at the
from prisoners.
stake.
Your Chequers agreement is in direct contravention of English Common and Constitutional
Law and constitutes yet another act of treason.
The appropriate penalty for treason committed
by a woman is either hanging or burning at the
stake. Your treason is so considerable I will be
advocating burning at the stake for you.
I want you to understand that the reason I advocate burning at the stake in your case is not
through any personnel animosity toward you,
but to serve as an example to other traitors. Of
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late, this Kingdom has had far too many traitors,
most in positions of influence like yourself. Plus
the anti-English rent-a-mob whom the law will
deal with in time.

Learn that they can only get a conviction against
the living (wo)man if you accept responsibility
for the legal fiction; your name on your birth
certificate, which is a trust created by others
before you could read write or speak.

The English people will not require your demise
if you take us out of the EU swiftly and quickly
without any deal. The Europeans need us, we
do not need them. They will soon come crawling back for a trade deal on our terms. So for
your own sake, preserve your life and get us out
of the EU or suffer the penalty that English
Common and Constitutional Law demands.
Yours truly, Albert Burgess.

You don't even have to go to court if summoned.
You just serve a notice on the magistrates clerk.
Regarding council tax; the whole process of
council tax collection is a fraud.

_______________

Should We Pay For A TV License

They get liability orders en block, dealing with
hundreds of people, when by their own laws they
should inquire into each individual's
circumstances. Because the liability orders are
unenforceable, they pass it to collection agencies
who eventually send bailiffs to interview you.
They make threats which they can only carry out
if you consent. You don't even have to give them
your name.

The last bailiff that called on me went through
his spiel, but when he realised that I knew he had
no powers, we had a long chat which ended with
him saying "You could make a fortune telling
others what you know"
He sent the liability order back to the council
stating that he was unable to collect the money.
The council cannot prosecute me because each
Sir___, Quoting Paul, "We must do it on mass year when the send in a new demand, I send in
a notice to the council's CEO pointing out that I
(refuse to pay TV licence)"
am a living man and will not take responsibility
You will not get people to do it en masse; one for a legal fiction.
can only lead by example. Of course I do not
need a TV licence due to my age, but I stopped If anyone wants the form of words to send in just
paying long ago. I now do not pay my car tax or ask.
council tax because both organisations are
I was stopped by the police three months ago for
corrupt.
no vehicle tax. I exchanged communication with
To those who criticise me for not contributing the DVLA, who finally wrote back, " we have
to society, I give far more than I save to to operate using the statute law under which we
are convinced that you have to pay car tax. You
individuals that need help.
operate under a different law (common law).
I repeat what I have written many times before. These two are incompatible.
They can only prosecute you if you consent.
Any further communication from you will be
What puzzles me is that all on this list quite noted and placed on file and no further action
rightly point out the injustices and crimes will be taken."
committed by our government in your names,
but very few will take on the corrupt government My point in writing this long piece is that you
in a small way. You all have the tools so why do not need to go to court to fight the corrupt
system that you bemoan. You need to learn about
don't you use them?
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the legal fiction and the put pen to paper or tap traded on the international stock market. It
on your keyboard. You don't need to leave your makes money for the godmen who created
home.
theses fictions called persons.
As Paul states, it needs to be done en masse, but The parents sign the birth certificate as an
his reasoning is incorrect. It needs to be done en informant. It says it right on the form: informant
masse to starve the corrupt beast.
X__________ When a female living soul gives
birth to her child she assumes she has all the
If this was done en masse, it would become a rights as the mother and father too. They do not
news item and any non tax payer being realized they legally abandoned their property
interviewed could introduce the subject of our and it is now lost at sea. The state takes
constitution and Magna Charta which confirms ownership of the person ( baby) this is why when
what I have written above. Then the fact that all it comes to decisions of life and death, vaccines,
our treaties with the EU are against our home schooling etc. Child protective services
constitution could be introduced.
an agency of the state, it gets involved and you
suddenly have no seemingly rights to your own
Make no mistake about this. Your children will flesh And blood.
be as puzzled as I am why you didn't take action
to stop their enslavement. They will compare In the case of children with cancer parents have
your lack of action with those who laid down no other option. If the child was diagnosed by a
their lives to maintain our freedoms.
hospital who recommends chemo and radiation
But to comply or they can and do take your child
Strong words but I want my country back. Do away from you at the point of A gun and threats
you? Yours truly, John T.
of prison.
_______________
These are all adhesion contracts. Contract law
seems to trump constitutional laws and treaties.
Are You A Person or A Man?
Contracts are very powerful.
We as Christians know the contract God made
with Abraham is everlasting in full effect to this
day. We didn’t know any of this, most people
still don’t know We are all under a global
communitarian Talmudic universal commercial
code. It is the law of the sea and merchants.
We were taken off the land symbolically &
Legally and no one told us. People are learning
about it, but it’s very few. Even we who know
are at odds as to what to do about it. You could
spend the rest of your life trying to figure it out.

Your Certificate of Slavery
Sir___, I just got around to reading this article.
It is very sad. It seems some parents wanted to
wash their hands as well. It makes me ask the
question why are so many people sick in what
we’ve been told is such a progressive era?

Many try to fight this with the truth of it, but
truth has no place in THEIR secret chambers of
injustice. Many have gone to prison trying as
political prisoners and lost everything.

These godmen money changer merchants have
That being said, if you noticed when the state
toppled kings and kingdoms with their laws of
took these cases to Court it was always a trust
the adhesion contracts, trickery and used greed
i.e. John Doe. It goes back to what is a Person?
to tempt men’s souls.
When the baby is given that birth certificate it is
These men are of THEIR father who was a
declared dead. Which is why it is in all caps
murderer from the beginning, vipers with a
JANE J DOE (just like a tombstone) The name
vampiric nature. Parasitic chameleons who kill
on the birth certificate becomes a commodity
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the host nations when they are done. They have Oh brothers and sisters … Praise Yahweh the
never had a nation of THEIR own.
God of Abraham Isaac and Jacob for what awaits
us is not measurable. We must be strong and do
what our Father told us to do. Be a light for our
lost brothers and sisters and receive them with
gladness when the spirit within them finally
shines with gladness too!
When another Come into the kingdom, the
angeles in heaven rejoice with us. Yours truly,
Susan.
____________________
Cursed to be vagabonds they have become
internationalists. Today they call themselves
Jews. They proselytise Europeans, the host of
choice and made these race traitors two fold
children of hell. Double dead souls who will
stand before the Almighty Father at the second
death.

The Nanny State

These awful things that happen to innocent
children, happen because we allowed it to go too
far. Hearts have become hardened and choices
are made out of selfish desires for the things of
the world instead of what is our Fathers will.
Courage is waning more everyday and things
will wax worse and worse. We who are so
fortune as to have opened the door when Jesus
knocked and received the great news of the
redemption of Israel and that this redemption is
ours because we are the chosen race, the royal
priesthood, a holy people––- set apart his
offspring!

Sir____The modern Jewish controlled state in
the west is sometimes criticized for being the
"nanny state". In reality it is the antithesis of
what a mother should be.

Those people who are at the beginning and end
of their productive tax paying years are subject
to the wrath of the system to remove them as a
Romans 9-25 As he saith (also in see, ( Hosea) burden to the budget.
I will call them my people, which were not my
people; and her beloved, which was not beloved.. According to Mike Walsh in England 27% of
deaths are caused by euthanasia induced by the
1 Peter 2:10; Once you were not a people, but NHS to help the government reduce it's debt
now you are the people of God; once you had burden. By contrast he says Spain, which does
not received mercy, but now you have received not have a working government gave him
mercy–– the people who were not a people but fabulous care following a heart attack.
are now a people and have been given the power
The least productive are allowed into the country
to become sons of God again!
to feed off the labor of the productive indigenous
This great news! We accepted it knowing we white population. The men are not allowed to
would be reviled and called all sorts of evil protect the nation.
names.
Sex has been reduced to a glandular reaction as
We know a time will come when by killing us the ideal state whether that's prostituting our
these empty powerless vessels Will think they women or telling men to go in their man cave.
Biblically based marriage puts the spirit first in
are actually pleasing God.
the relationship and the sexual act is valued as a
precious gift. An expression of love without the
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use of words making living in these bodies a
blessing to go through the struggle together.

The End

In ZOG controlled Germany they have Jewish
feminists who carry signs that read "We will
trade rapists for our racists".

Giles Mompesson A Criminal Noble And Merchant
Of The 17th Century A Warning For Today
Editor: This is a salutary lesson of what happens New Way to Pay Old Debts", is based on
when a monopoly is licensed into being by the Mompesson.
State as happened in the early 17th Century,
when, in order to raise revenue, King James 1st
Licensing Monopoly and Graft
issues a patent to Giles Mompesson to have the
Mompesson was born in Wiltshire. He grew up
exclusive rights to sell gold and silver lace.
into a small, swarthy individual with black hair.
Not content with this monopoly, in order to He entered Hart Hall, Oxford in 1600, but left
magnify his profits an alloy of copper was used without a degree the next year for Lincoln's Inn;
that looked like gold, but had an injurious effect he later departed there without becoming a
on the wearer causing blindness and lameness. lawyer.
_______________
In 1606 or 1607, he married Katherine, the
daughter of Sir John St. John, one of the most
prominent men in Wiltshire. Through his fatherin-law's influence, Mompesson became a
Member of Parliament for Great Bedwyn in
1614.
Another daughter of John St. John (and thus
Mompesson's sister-in-law) married Edward
Villiers, the half-brother of George Villiers, and
Mompesson's connection to George Villiers was
the key to his later despotism.
George Villiers became James I's favourite (and
alleged lover), rising to the rank of Duke of
Buckingham by 1616, and Mompesson was
quick to use his family connections. His
infamous career was tied directly to that of
George Villiers and James I.

G

ILES MOMPESSON (1583/1584 –
1663) was an English malefactor and,
officially, "notorious criminal" whose
career was one based on speculation and graft.
He has come to be regarded as a synonym for
graft and official corruption due to his use of
nepotism to gain positions of licensing
businesses and pocketing the fees.
In the reaction against Charles I, Mompesson's
name was invoked as a symbol of all that was
wrong with aristocracy. Sir Giles Overreach, the
anti-hero of Philip Massinger's 1625 play "A

In 1616, Mompesson used his influence to
propose to Villiers that there be a commissioner
of inns. Justices of the peace were in charge of
granting licences to taverns, but there was
ambiguity about inns. While Fulke Greville, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, disapproved of the
legal standing of Mompesson's plan, Sir Francis
Bacon, then the Attorney General, felt that it was
legal, and Villiers urged the king to pressure the
exchequer to approve the plan. Mompesson
therefore became one of three commissioners of
inns in 1617.
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The fines that he could levy against inns out of
compliance was left to his discretion, and the
fees that he could charge to license an inn were
similarly up to his own judgment. His only
constraint was that four-fifths of the money go
to the Treasury. On November 18, 1616, James
knighted Mompesson to give him more authority
when dealing with innkeepers.

those above were to be regulated, with fees,
rents, and charges for ingress and egress.
Naturally, Mompesson undervalued the lands he
"found," consistently discovering them to be
under the £200 threshold, and farmers were at
high risk.

Backlash, Trial, and Banishment

Mompesson's performance of his job was
aggressive, unethical, and avaricious. He
expanded his brief to licence taverns, which was
clearly the historical realm of the Justices of the
Peace, and he trespassed into the jurisdiction of
the Justices in other ways as well.
Justices of the Peace were responsible for
keeping the domestic peace, and Mompesson
would allow taverns closed for ill repute and bad
behaviour to reopen if they paid him a stiff
bribe/fee.
In 1617, Mompesson proposed to Villiers and
received a scheme to raise £10,000 in four years
by selling decayed timber from royal lands.
For performing this public service, he received
£1,000 personally the first year, with
another£1,000 due at the end of four years.
Evidence would later show that he made over
£10,000 profit beyond what he gave to the
Treasury, as well as the £2,000.
By the next year, his reputation was such that
there was a backlash. Mompesson was given a
second monopoly, to investigate the production
of gold and silver thread and to charge licensing
fees to those who produced it.

The sentiment against Mompesson was very
high in 1620, and Bacon (above) warned Villiers
to take away Mompesson's licensing of inns, in
particular. Buckingham, however, continued to
support him.
Mompesson was returned to Parliament in 1620,
and investigations began immediately. In
February 1621, the House of Commons and
House of Lords began investigating him on
separate matters, with Commons investigating
the inn licenses and Lords the goldthread.

Furthermore, Mompesson was given the power
to imprison those found guilty of producing gold
and silver thread without a license. He
immediately set about extorting money from
goldsmiths in London. In 1619, Mompesson
obtained a position as a surveyor of the profits
of James I's New River Company, with a £200
annuity taken from the royal profits.

Among other damning evidence, there was one
story of one of Mompesson's agents showing up
at a tavern, claiming emergency, begging for a
place to sleep, and then, the next morning,
prosecuting the tavern keeper for running an
unlicensed "inn". Sir Edward Coke found that
Mompesson had prosecuted over 3,320 inns and
taverns on regulations dating back to Henry VIII.
In 1620, Mompesson was granted a licence to Lords found that Mompesson had been guilty of
make charcoal from coal and, finally, a licence extortion.
to find and recover "concealed" Crown lands
(i.e., property over which the Crown's rights as Mompesson's response was to admit his guilt and
landlord had fallen into abeyance or had not yet plead for mercy. He then attempted to blame
fully been realised). Any lands he discovered Bacon for finding the inn scheme legal in the
valued at less than £200 were his to keep, and first place. Commons preferred charges to Lords,
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waiting sentencing, and Mompesson was ordered go to Katherine. The fine devolved to John St.
to attend every day and to be guarded by the John. In 1623, Charles gave Mompesson three
Sergeant-at-Arms. On March 3, 1621,
months to be in England, a period which was
later extended.
Mompesson fled to France. The next week, the
sentence came down. Mompesson was ordered The House of Commons ordered him out of the
to pay a £10,000 fine, lose his knighthood, walk country on February 8, 1624, but he was back in
down the Strand with his face in a horse's anus, the country soon after. He lived in Wiltshire in
and then be imprisoned for life. A few days later, retirement for the rest of his life. During his later
they added banishment for life to the penalty. years, his name was not forgotten by
Further, he was decried as an eternally notorious Parliamentarian forces.
criminal.
He was a Royalist during the English Civil War
His wife, Katherine, stayed in England. She and visited the king, though he did not take part.
petitioned Charles I for relief, asking that her His own will was tested in court and proved on
husband be allowed to return to dispense with August 3, 1663, so he died some (probably short)
his estate, since it was entangled. Commons time before that date.
ordered that all of Mompesson's gains be forfeit,
except for the New River annuity, which would
The End OS22959.

Repeal of Rights Granted in Magna Carta
Part 4
Paul Talbot-Jenkins Bsc (Hons)
Matt. 15: 1 to 19) marks the end of Hebraism
and the beginning of Judaism”.
Christianity is the continuation of the Faith of
the Hebrew Israelites. In the “Origin of the
Common Law of England” 1982 The Lord Chief
Justice, Sir Edward Coke writes:-

ANTI-SEMITIC JEWS?

T

O ALLOW THESE PEOPLE to be
absorbed into Christian society we are
informed that Abraham was a Jew. If
Abraham was a Jew then the Arabs are Jews and
also Semites. Since the Jews are against the
Arabs they are therefore also anti-Semitic. Another false claim put out to confuse people is that
Christianity developed from Judaism; this is
erroneous, the learned Rabbi Stephen Wise
wrote:-

“Naturalised persons are incapacitated from
being on the Privy Council, members of either
Houses of Parliament, or enjoying any office or
place of trust, civil or military, or of having any
grants of land or other hereditaments from the
Crown .... no Bill of nationalisation shall be
received without a clause to this effect.” They
are not subjects of the Crown. And yet today we
see in every walk of life in every arena of
administration persons of foreign nationality
taking over from genuine English stock. This is
the only country in the world where such things
are permitted.

“The return from Babylon and the adoption of
the Babylonian Talmud (tradition of the elders, After the Russian Revolution on 1917, Jews took
over all the positions of the administration of
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government and the civil service. This was
remarked upon by both Douglas Reed and
Robert Wilton, both reputable correspondents
for English newspapers who were the first
Western reporters to visit Russia after the revolution.
TREASONABLE ACTS
Harold Wilson made a number of Khazar Jews
from Hungary, Austria and elsewhere members
of our House of Lords. Margaret Thatcher made
the German Rabbi Jacobovits a member of the
House of Lords. This is illegal and contrary to
the Constitution. Why was she not advised on
this matter by the Attorney General? Because he
was a fool with no knowledge of the Constitution.
The attempts being made to change the law so
that elderly alien immigrants can be tried in
English courts by British law shows how far we
are being manipulated by Jewish prohibited
immigrants.
It is deplorable that any man or woman who has
taken an oath of allegiance to the Crown as a
member of Parliament, a Queen’s councillor, a
cleric of the Church of England, a member of the
Judiciary should be allowed to behave in such a
way that our children will inherit a slave state,
up to its ears in debt should escape prosecution
for exploiting acts of parliament.

on the people any will of their own. Political
Parties have no place in our constitution, their
purpose is subversive. Parliament has no power
to confine nor to define our rights. This is to
make us slaves to our servants. However, today
Members Petitioners are no longer conscience
free to represent the will of the electors who elect
them.
They are chosen and financed by the party and
so long as they follow party policy and discipline, even though this may be against the
interests of the electorate, they are safe in their
seats. Without accepting the discipline of the
party one cannot be elected and if one defies the
party whips the party will destroy the member.
The controlled press will ensure that those
outside the approved party system will not gain
the support of the electorate. The House of
Commons has ceased to qualify as a parliamentary house of commons based upon the freedom
of elections and the independence of its members.
The elections to the House of Commons are now
controlled by professional party politicians who
have brought its membership under their own
control and who are directed by high finance and
alien forces in high places.
MAGNA CARTA

A charge of treason and perjury must be laid at
the doors of such culprits, especially as directives that govern us and overrule our own
government can now come from areas forbidden
by law - those places beyond the sea.
DEBASEMENT OF PARLIAMENTARY
GOVERNMENT
We do not elect governments to govern us, only
to administer our affairs under the Crown.
Members of Parliament are Members Petitioners; they are our humble and obedient servants.
Every free subject of the Crown is by the
constitution a baron. Power lies with the Crown
and her loyal subjects and H. M. Government
should have policies but no politics.

Blackstone (above) in his commentaries 1765
stated that “Edward the first had confirmed
Magna Carta by a statute whereby the Great
Charter is directed to be allowed as the Common
Law, all judgements contrary to it are declared
void, copies of it are ordered to be sent to all
cathedral churches, and read twice a year to the
people; and sentences of excommunication are
The legal duty of the elected representatives of directed to be as constantly denounced against
the people is to serve the will of the people and all those that by word, deed or counsel act
not a political party. They have no right to inflict contrary thereto, or in any degree infringe it.”
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English constitutional principles are founded on
her free system of English Laws made by the
consent of the English people. These principles
were confirmed as a legal force in 1215 by the
sealing of the Magna Carta, reconfirmed in the
revolution of 1399 by which Richard II was
deposed, reaffirmed in 1660 by the restoration
of Charles II and again confirmed by the revolutionary settlement after the abdication of James
II in 1688 to be reaffirmed in 1784 after George
III acknowledged defeat. Having defeated every
attempt at its corruption the English constitution
established itself as the foundation of the strongest and most stable and responsible free national
authority unequalled by that of any other community. The effects and safeguards guaranteed
by Magna Carta were illegally removed by
traitors in the British Parliament in the year 1970.

Sir Edward Coke, Lord chief Justice of England,
on Magna Carta stated:- “The Common Law
hath so admeasured the prerogatives of the King,
that they should not take away, nor prejudice,
the inheritance of any, and the best inheritance
that the subject hath is THE LAW OF THE
LAND.” On Article 31 of Magna Carta, Coke
writes:“Hereby it is intended, that the lands, tenements,
goods and chattels shall not be seized into the
King’s hands contrary to this great charter and
the law of the land.”

Article 63 of Magna Carta states:- “It is
accordingly our wish and command that the
English Church shall be free, and that men in our
kingdom shall have and keep all those liberties,
rights and concessions, well and peaceably in
Since that Act took place, every single piece of their fullness and entirety for them and their
legislation passed by the British Parliament since heirs, of us and our heirs, in all things and all
is absolutely void and null. This means in effect places FOREVER.”
that also every single verdict given in any court
of law is void and null since the judiciary have The Elizabethan statute “De Tallaglio non
no legal standing or appointment. And this all Concendendo”, 34 EI P534, Cap. IV.:done under Zionist/Jewish influence and pressure which relied in large extent upon the greed “We will grant for us and our heirs, that all clerks
of those traitors who claim to be of British blood, and laymen of our land shall have their laws,
and who revel in the status afforded by money liberties and customs, as and wholly as they have
and power.
used to have the same at any time when they had
them best; and if any statutes have been made
FOREVER IS FOREVER
by us or by our ancestors or any custom brought
in contrary to them, or any manner of article
Magna Carta is a contract between the reigning contained in this present charter we will and
monarch and the subjects of the realm which grant that such manner of statutes and customs
guarantees our freedom and rights for ever. Lord shall be void and frustrate for evermore.”
Salisbury in his “Laws of England” states:“Magna Carta is as binding on the Crown today
The End OS22904
as it was on the day of its sealing at Runnymede.”

How Intrigue Was Used To Depose The Right
Honourable H. H. Asquith MP Extract
From Pawns in The Game (3)
The Tzar abdicated March 15th, 1917.

J

ACOB H. SCHIFF, senior partner of Kuhn-Loeb & Co. of New
York, immediately removed the restrictions he had imposed extending financial aid to the Allies. Mortimer Schiff was then ordered by
his father Jacob to cable Sir Ernest Cassels — “Because of recent action
in Germany and developments in Russia we shall no longer abstain from
Allied government financing.” On April 5th the British government
announced that it was sending Rt. Hon. Arthur James Balfour, the Foreign
Secretary, to the United States, to notify the American bankers that the
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British government was prepared to officially
endorse their plans for political Zionism provided they would bring America into the war on the
side of the Allies. America came into the war.
On June 7th, 1917, the first American troops
landed in France.

In September, Jacob Schiff of Kuhn-Loeb & Co.
wrote a long letter dealing with the Zionist
question to a Mr. Friedman. In it the following
passages occur : “I do believe that it might be
feasible to secure the good-will of America,
Great Britain and France, in any event, towards
the promotion of a large influx, and settlement
On July 18th, 1917 Lord Rothschild wrote Mr. of our people in Palestine … further it might be
Balfour as follows:
possible to obtain from the Powers the formal
assurance to our people that they shall obtain
Dear Mr. Balfour, At last I am able to send you autonomy in Palestine as soon as their numbers
the formula you asked for. If His Majesty’s become large enough to justify this.”
government will send me a message in line with
this formula, and they and you approve it, I will September 26th, 1917 — Louis Marshall, legal
hand it to the Zionist Federation at a meeting to representative of Kuhn-Loeb & Co. wrote his
be called for that purpose.”
friend Max Senior, another leading Zionist, as
follows: “Major Lionel de Rothschild, of the
The draft declaration was as follows:
League for British Jews, informs me that his
organization is in agreement with the American
1) His Majesty’s government accepts the
Jewish Committee …
principle that PALESTINE should be reconstituted as a national home for the Jewish
The Balfour Declaration, with its acceptance by
people.
the Powers, is an act of the highest diplomacy.
Zionism is but an incident of a far-reaching plan:
2) His Majesty’s government will use its
It is merely a convenient peg on which to hang
best endeavours to secure the achievement
a powerful weapon. All protests they (the
of this object, and will discuss the necessary
opponents) may make would be futile. It would
methods and means with the Zionist organsubject them individually to hateful and concrete
ization.
examples of a most impressive nature. I would
shrink from the possibilities which might result.”
Mr. Balfour, and the British government, agreed
to the terms dictated by Lord Rothschild and his Here we have a blunt admission from Louis
Zionist confreres. This is proved by the fact that Marshall, that “Zionism is but an incident of a
on August 28th.
far reaching plan … it is merely a convenient
peg on which to hang a powerful weapon.” The
Sir Herbert Samuel (left), (he far reaching plan referred to cannot be anything
was subsequently made a Vis- else than the Long Range Plan to which contincount), Sir Alfred Mond, (he ual reference has already been made. It is a plan
was subsequently made a by which the International Financiers intend to
Lord), and Lord Rothschild win ultimate undisputed control of the wealth,
persuaded the British cabinet natural resources, and man-power of the entire
to send Lord Reading to the world.
U.S.A. as head of the Economic Mission. Lord Reading, A few of the more important historical events
when Sir Rufus Isaacs, had which bear out the above statement are as follows:
been mixed up in the Marconi
scandal.
On January 28th, 1915, Mr. Asquith, Prime
Minister of England wrote in his diary : “I just
The details of the deal he negotiated with the received from Herbert Samuel a memorandum
U.S.A. government in September 1917 have headed The Future of Palestine … He thinks we
never been made known. It is known, however, might plant in this territory about three or four
that the deal had to do with the Bank of England million European Jews. It read almost like a new
because it was completely re-organized, under edition of Tancred brought up to date. I confess
American supervision, and physically rebuilt I am not attracted by this proposed addition to
after 1919.
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our responsibilities”, etc. Thus Asquith proved & Co. to supply Russia with munitions which
himself Anti-Zionist.
were to have reached the country five months
ago, is gravely jeopardizing the relations of the
Prominent Zionists owned most, if not all, of two countries, and in particular their co-operaBritain’s major war industries. For no good tion in the work of the present war …I AM
reason, in 1915-1916, Britain suddenly found DEFINITELY TOLD THAT SO FAR NO
herself short of chemicals needed in the manu- SUPPLIES WHATEVER HAVE REACHED
facturing of explosives. Guns and munitions RUSSIA FROM ENGLAND.”
which had been promised our Russian allies
failed to materialize. Shells for our guns were
so scarce they had to be rationed. The Asquith
government was accused of bungling the war
effort. But let us examine the facts.
Sir Frederick Nathan was in charge of chemical
production. Messrs. Brunner & Mond were
credited with doing all they could to correct the
critical situation which had arisen.
Using GOVERNMENT FUNDS they constructed a large chemical factory at Silvertown.
Sir Alfred Mond was appointed His Majesty’s
Commissioner of Works. He afterwards became
head of the Jewish agency in Palestine.
Work on the factory was rushed ahead. The
factory was brought into production in record
time. Bouquets were passed around and honours
bestowed upon the wealthy Zionist financiers
who were supposedly doing so much for the
British war effort. BUT AS SOON AS THE
SILVERTOWN FACTORY CAME INTO
PRODUCTION IT BLEW UP WITH THE
LOSS OF FORTY LIVES. Over eight hundred
buildings and homes were demolished.

David Lloyd George (above), at the time the
letter was written was Chancellor of the Exchequer and responsible for financing the war.
Messrs. Vickers-Maxim & Co. were controlled
by Sir Ernest Cassels business associate of
Kuhn-Loeb & Co. of New York, who in turn,
were affiliated with the Rothschilds, and the
international bankers of England, France, Germany, etc.

When Professor Pares’ letter was discussed by
the cabinet, Lloyd George is alleged to have
defended the government’s policy by saying
“Charity should start at home. Our British
soldiers fighting in France have only got four
machine-guns to a battalion. They should be
Because of the failure of Britain to deliver arms better armed before we export arms to Russia.”
and munitions to Russia as promised, severe
military reverses were experienced on the East- Lord Kitchener is reported to have replied. “I
ern Front. Newspapers reported Russian troops consider more than four machine-guns per batwere fighting with sticks and bare fists until talion a luxury when our failure to deliver the
slaughtered by well-armed German troops.
arms we promised to Russia has resulted in the
Russians having only ONE rifle available for
A letter written by Professor Bernard Pares, every six men.”
(Professor Pares was knighted afterwards) to
Lloyd George would indicate that the guns and The agents of the international conspirators were
munitions promised the Imperial Russian gov- ordered to smear Lord Kitchener and they circuernment were deliberately withheld to create lated the story all over the world that Lord
conditions favourable for the revolution then Kitchener had stated he considered more than
being planned in Geneva and New York by the four machine-guns to a battalion of British
international bankers. Professor Pares’ letter, soldiers, fighting in France, a luxury. This smear
written in 1915, reads in part:
and untruth has continued to this very day. It
appeared in the biography of David Lloyd
“I have to submit my strong opinion that the George recently published. It appeared in a
unfortunate failure of Messrs. Vickers-Maxim review of the biography which appeared recently
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in the Toronto Star Weekly. I sent the editor of
the Star Weekly the truth regarding this important historical event. He replied it was too much
dynamite for him to handle. He informed me he
had handed my correspondence to the Daily Star.
Needless to say the TRUTH was never published.

fruits of victory were to be usurped by Lenin, in
the interests of the international bankers.

The Encyclopaedia of Jewish Knowledge says
of Zionism : “The World War forced the abandonment of Berlin as the centre of the organization and all authority was transferred to the
This is a typical illustration of how the interna- Provisional Zionist Emergency Committee estional conspirators smear the reputations of tablished in New York under the leadership of
honest men, even dead men, in order to cover up Justice L. D. Brandeis.”
their own wrong-doing. It illustrates perfectly
how their agents use the press of the world to Jacob de Haas writing in his book “Louis Demmis-inform the public so they will blame inno- bitz Brandeis” says: “The (Zionist) Transfer
cent men, and even their own governments, for Department … its ramifications extended
the harm done as the result of their machinations. through all the war-zones occupied by the Allies,
and throughout Turkey, Syria, Palestine, to
To prove that Vickers-Maxim & Co. were under Trans-Jordan and Baghdad; practically not a
the influence of Kuhn-Loeb & Co. at this time, cent of the millions handled was lost … Starting
Boris Brazel [Brasol] says: “On February 4th, by using the good offices of the U.S.A. Dept. of
1916 the Russian Revolutionary Party of Amer- State (Foreign Office) as a means of communiica held a meeting in New York which was cation and deposit, it became so successful, and
attended by 62 delegates … It was revealed that so reliable, it was employed by the Treasury of
secret reports had just reached the Party from the U.S.A. to deliver moneys, and messages,
Russia designating the moment as favourable … which the government could not handle successthe assembly was assured that ample funds fully … Embassies in European capitals adwould be furnished by persons in sympathy with vanced cash on the requisition of the (Zionist)
the liberating of the people of Russia. In this Executive Secretary in New York.”
connection the name of Jacob Schiff was repeatedly mentioned.”
L. Fry has this to say in “Waters Flowing
Eastward”, p. 51 : “From then on their influence
Jacob Schiff was at that time senior member of was felt more and more in POLITICAL circles
Kuhn-Loeb & Co. of New York. Approximately in Europe and America. In particular, the Zionist
50 of the 62 people attending the meeting on Feb. Transfer Department as it was called, was in a
4th, 1916 were men who had taken an active part position to transmit funds, and information, to
in the Russian Revolution in 1905. Once again subversive elements in enemy countries.”
they were to be used to foment revolutionary
action, but Jacob Schiff had planned that the
The End OS22920

The Goldstone Circle Hove, Sussex - A Continuing
Story of The Stones of The Stone Kingdom

N
The Goldstone Circle - Hove
Park

EAR HOVE STANDS A VERY
LARGE BLOCK OF STONE
CALLED
THE
GOLDSTONE
(TQ287060), which gives its name to an area
known as Goldstone Bottom as well as the now
destroyed Goldstone football stadium. The stone
is roughly 13½ feet long, 9 feet high, 5½ feet wide
and estimated to weigh about 20 tons.
Surrounding this large stone are a group of much
smaller stones arranged in a circle around it.
These stones and the Goldstone itself are formed
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of a sandstone/flint conglomerate, but neither the bury the stone in the first place. One author
Goldstone or the circle are in their original suggests that the stones around the Goldstone
are formed of stones from no less than two stone
positions.
circles.

The Goldstone itself once stood to the SouthWest (TQ285059), just South-East of the present
A270 / A203 crossroads. The view in Fig. 1 is
of the stone on open downland dated roughly
between 1820-1830. In 1833, Farmer Rigden,
who held the land as part of Goldstone Farm,
decided to remove the stone as visitors were
damaging crops when visiting it, so he dug a
large hole and buried it.

Such an impressive local feature as the
Goldstone is bound to attract folklore. On an
1858 map of Brighton, the stone is named as
"Godstone". This name may have come about
because one side of the stone has the form of a
human face (Above) show a view of the face on
the stone along with a sketch of the same view.
The feature is purely natural, there is no sign of
carving.

In 1900 however, the stone was found, brought
to the surface and re-erected in the same manner
that it stood before but 300 yards away, in what
is now the corner of Hove Park.

As to where the stone came from, folklore also
has the answer. The stone was thrown to its
present position by the Devil when he was
excavating Devil's Dyke to let in the sea through
the Downs and drown the population of the
weald.

The stones currently arranged around The
Goldstone came from a spot further north in
Hove Park (roughly TQ288066). above shows a
view of these stones around 1828, when they
were arranged around a pond
The group of stones on the left next to the
shepherd seem to have been arranged standing
instead of laying about in a haphazard manner.
This group of stones was removed for farming
purposes around 1847. Some of the stones were
buried in the pond which was filled in at the same
time.

Finally, the stone is popularly known as the site
of a Druidic Gorsedd, but this is probably just
modern fancy. A sign next to the Goldstone tells
us that it is a "Tolmen or holy stone of the
Druids"! Though it is debatable whether ancient
druids use the site, more modern druids certainly
have. On the 3rd June 1929, an oak tree was
planted near the stone to commemorate the
King's recovery, also to commemorate the
1000th night of the Ames Lodge and the 100th
chapter of the Brighton & Hove Royal Arch
(Ancient Order of Druids).
The ceremony and a banquet afterwards was
attended by many important figures in Druidism
of the time and a plaque was placed nearby to
commemorate
the
occasion.
(With
acknowledgement to the Sussex Mercury).

The stones in the pond were exhumed in 1906 Editor: Goldstone Road on the stones original
and arranged around the Goldstone in its present site, has by many accounts attracted those into
position. This was done by a Mr. W Hollamby the occult and dark side of life!
The End OS22965
with the help of named Terry who had helped
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Developing, Mastering and Weaponising New
Technology To Control You
By Preston James
The Secret Shadow Government (SSG) is the
operational form of the Ruling Cabal and
employs its agents and cutouts to invoke and use
secrecy under so-called "national security".

N

OT only has the Ruling Cabal deployed
its newly developed high technology to
spy on us all, but has weaponised it to
entrain the minds of the masses to conform to
their Globalist Agenda and policies.

It's all being done to keep We The People from
ever knowing the full range of its false-flag
terror, spying, mind-control and induced wars
for profit. Insiders never use the term "Deep
State" to describe the secret government, they
use the term "Secret Shadow Government"
which was first publicly disclosed by Richard
Boylan, Ph.D.

It's a sad fact that over 985 Billion USD per year
is being spent by the USG to spy on you and
control you. The actual total is considered
classified but you can bet it is now very near to
1 Trillion USD per year.

The Ruling Cabal uses the Secret Shadow
Government to collect and analyse data about
you and to weaponise some of its various
electronic collection means. In addition it has
deployed certain psychotronic devices locally
and orbitally to mind-control you and in a sense
This incredibly large secret industry has been create a "hive mind", i.e. the mass-mind,
built up, paid for with your tax dollars and entrained with beliefs that will support the
deployed by the Ruling Cabal. It's now involved Cabal's long-planned Globalist agenda.
in monstrous secret efforts to collate, manage
and utilize all the data they have been collecting
Collecting and Analysing Data:
on you, in order to control your thoughts,
attitudes, beliefs and actions and to attain their Every kind of data you could ever imagine is
Globalist agenda of evil.
now be recorded or collect on you automatically
and analysed using sophisticated algorithms:
With the Deep Underground Military Bases
budget for 147 DUMBs at about 1 Trillion USD 1) Every phone call you make is recorded and
per year and the Secret Space War budget at analysed automatically by the NSA at Bluffdale,
about another 1 Trillion USD per year, there is Utah with their mega-quantum computer
about 3 Trillion USD for a secret Intel budget Vesuvius.
per year spent by the Ruling Cabal. This is all
being done using your hard earned tax dollars, 2) Every piece of mail you send though the US
supplemented by large black funds from Postal Service is photocopied and logged for
numerous large financial scams, illegal weapons addressee and sender.
sales for their induced wars, and their massive
illegal drugs and narcotic sales.
3) Every email you ever send is recorded and
processed and its key words or phrases used can
When the Congressional spending budget is get direct attention at your local Fusion Centre.
about 3.35 trillion per year, you can easily
understand why the middle class in America is 4) In most large urban areas every major
quickly disappearing and why the Ruling Cabal business has security cameras which employ
is so addicted to illegal black funds from their facial and gait recognition and are connected to
massive worldwide illegal drug trafficking the local Fusion Centre where shoppers are
partnerships with the narco-traffickers and drug immediately identified. Should they be on any
cartels.
watch list, store security is usually notified.
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5) Automatic license plate readers are being
installed on most squad cars in large cities and
these scan any vehicle that the squad car passes
by, scanning plates in parking lots while driving
through them. Many shopping centre parking
lots and parking ramps are getting these
automatic plate readers as well as facial and gait
recognition cameras connected to the local
Fusion Centre. Some cities now have such
scanning cameras installed on busy public streets
in downtown areas.

a room where you sit and talk. Cell phone and
smart phones can be remotely set and activated
to relay everything you say and all conversations
within 20 feet. There are new Wi-Fi devices that
you speak to and will give you music that you
desire and answer questions. These devices can
be used to record conversations. Most new
laptop computers have Wi-Fi capability and
microphones and cameras that can be accessed
even when they indicate they are turned off.
House wiring can be adapted to serve as a
microphone. Special lasers can be shot at
6) Some large stores are now having advanced windows to pick up speech in a room up to one
psychotronic emitters installed in the ceiling and mile away.
operated by the store security. If a known
shoplifter is identified by scanning software, 9) All automobiles manufactured since 2005 to
corrective EMF can be emitted to make the target some degree are hackable. Remotely deploying
uncomfortable or motivated to leave. It's a fact "Boston Brakes" is now easy on all new 2018 or
that there are frequent errors in mis-identifying later new cars. Most GPS systems automatically
individuals with this recognition technology that relay your position at all times. Blue tooth
is usually "oversold".
systems built into cars also can be used to record
and analyse your conversations.
7. Cell phones are tracked with permanent
records kept, but this is rarely used to
immediately solve crimes (in order keep this
information from the public). Parallel solutions
are designed to keep this technology secret. For
example, if a child is kidnapped and missing, the
NSA usually has the ability to analyse their
collected data to trace the route of the victim.
Supposedly the policy has been that no
information would be utilized for up to a year,
then an agent or asset would be sent to "discover UK gathering secret intelligence via covert
the body by mistake". If an NSA or a Fusion
NSA operation
Centre technician notices a major crime that
would be "politically expedient" to solve 10) The big Internet social media providers and
publicly, a parallel but lesser crime will be search engines are all part of this NSA spying
provoked and/or solved with that same subject network despite the fact they will never admit to
that will not reveal the secret technology used. this. Some are deputized under so-called
"national security" and some are delivered
8) Almost every conversation you have in your "National Security Letters" (NSLs), can order
car, home or anywhere is automatically recorded them to cooperate with an Alphabet's policies
by the NSA using extremely sophisticated new and they are forbidden keeping a copy of these
technology, so advanced that few will believe it NSLs.
could possibly exist even when told by leakers.
I'll give you just some of the various methods If they disclose an NSL they will be arrested and
used here. Most Cable TV boxes and many fined 10,000 and imprisoned for 10 years. Not
remote controls have microphones in them that only do they collect and analyze all your Internet
continually relay speech that is automatically emails and postings, but some of these services
recorded. Many weather indicators with remote are actively involved in censoring and shaping
outside senders can be used to listen in. House content to help mind-control the masses. The
wiring can be accessed as a mike using very larger ones are alleged to be deeply involved in
sophisticated technology. Micro bugs the same planning and financing False-flag terror and
colour as your siding can be shot from a car secret mercenary wars like ISIS, ISIL, Daesh et
parked in front of your home into the siding of al.
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The biggest problem the NSA always had was
appropriating sufficient storage space for all the
data they have collected going back to the
Vietnam war picked up by its listening posts and
all the far greater amounts of data their new
technologies now easily and automatically
collect.

When the NSA finished building Vesuvius, the
world's largest Quantum Computer at the new
NSA Center in Bluffdale Utah, data storage was
no longer a problem, nor was their previous
inability to process and analyze large masses of
data about you.
The Secret Shadow Government's best play is to
deploy devices that have the secret capability to
spy and deliver psychotronic brain-entrainment
at the same time in any new devices which will
give the public immediate and convenient new
powers. Unless the public perceives these new
devices as a much preferred convenience no one
will be motivated to acquire and use them.
Take the cell phone for example, the public gets
instant communication without any of the
previously required wires, an incredible and
revolutionary convenience. And at the same time
the NSA can easily record their position, what
they say, who they call, while at the same time
being able to deliver psychotronic entrainment
to their brains, using special EMF waveforms.
The weaponisation of new technologies is
here now.
The weaponisation of new technologies is here
now and is a major threat to your ability to think,
reason and know the truth about what is really
going on.

Dr. Duncan no longer works on this and has
come forth and discussed this publicly as a
warning.
Many of the same technologies developed and
deployed to remotely spy on Americans and
others all over the world have also been adapted
to deliver psychotronic mind-control to remotely
entrain certain brain waves in order to shape
attitudes. An attitude is a potential action that in
many cases can be later activated if the proper
remote inductive entrainment is delivered. This
is usually easier to deploy successfully in large
crowds who are overly emotional over incidents
where they feel abused by authority.
In some cases this technology has been used to
create voices in one's head and even take over
control in certain susceptible individuals who
have been adequately pre-conditioned.
New high tech war fighting technologies are
now being developed:
Right now the major nations of the world are
engaged in a major all-out race to develop new
war fighting technologies that are quite different
than what have been deployed before.
Thus we see the development of sophisticated
cyber warfare technologies to be deployed
through the Internet as well as directly through
Quantum D-wave dimensional means, called
"direct quantum warfare". These means provide
inter-dimensional direct access to spy, re-encode
data and processors remotely, and for direct
entrainment of attitudes and perceptions in the
human brain.
The specifics of how this is done is one of the
deepest secrets of the Secret Shadow
Government and you will not be able to find
much on this subject. Some insiders deeply
involved in the Secret Space War Program have
claimed that the "Looking Glass" device uses
these new Quantum inter-dimensional physics
to predict the future or even envision part of it.
Some have claimed that D-waves (Dimensional
waves, or more accurately inter-dimensional
waves) travel through a medium where time and
space do not exist as we know them.

Remotely induced entrainment is a new
technology that is here now and is fully
operational. It is not 100% effective, but overall
works on most folks without their knowledge.
As former CIA scientist Robert Duncan, Ph.D. It is believed by some insiders that the biggest
stated to former Governor Jesse Ventura, the threat to any standing army or government is
human mind has now been successfully hacked. now these new and forthcoming quantum-based
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weapons that can be remotely deployed to invade
the human mind individually or in mass; or to
directly invade any processor (CPU), cyber
network, hard-drive, flash-drive or memory
device. If these quantum-based weapons are
successfully refined and deployable, you can
imagine how they will be a game changer.

become their electronic and psychotronic cannon
fodder; and they will succeed in their Globalist
goal of destroying every nation and culture of
the world in order to raise their NWO Phoenix
government from the ashes.

We see the development of micro-robot swarms
now being manufactured by the millions. These
little devices can be dropped by transport aircraft
in mass at once or deployed in small numbers on
the ground near the target. They can glide, fly,
crawl, climb, approach the target, lock on and
then explode to kill any person or they can be
set to facial recognition for identifying their
intended target. They can also be set to target
any living thing.

One of the unexpected results of the Ruling
Cabal's deployment of the Internet for spying
and surveillance is the transformation of the
Internet into the New Gutenberg Press, a
spontaneously emerging counter-weapon.

Conclusion

This new unexpected countermeasure is being
used by the masses to gain serious penetration
of the Cabal's deepest darkest secrets and evil
occult practices. And it can be used to diffuse
this knowledge widely to the masses with a great
A full range of battlefield robotic weapons are deal of information the Controlled Major Mass
being developed all the way from battle tanks, Media News Cartel refuses to report.
to fighter planes, to individual robotic soldiers.
There are numerous massive secret programs in The Ruling Cabal is deeply afraid of the masses
DUMBs where attempts are being made to ever coming to an understanding of their occult
develop biological androids with computer evil and ritual practices of paedophilia and
interfaces and genes modified from animal genes sacrificing children. They know that if this ever
to produce super strength and endurance as well occurs they will be hunted down and destroyed.
as psi-powers. Some are based on triple helix Due to their arrogance and self-induced
(rapid self-healing genes), some have quad- intoxication with their riches, power and status,
helix, some are Chimeras based on animal they have only recently come to understand the
scope of the threat to their evil system that the
human intermixing of genes.
Internet as the New Gutenberg Press poses.
Some bacteria have been taken from the deepest
parts of the sea, gene spliced, with the capability Yes, the Internet is the New Gutenberg Press and
to "eat" aluminium or iron much faster than rust is now the ultimate threat to Ruling Cabal's
can eat iron. These new metal-consuming ability to retain power over the masses.
bacterium are reputedly able to be activated and
deactivated remotely by certain frequency
When considering just
signals, perhaps D-wave. Could they mutate out
how revolutionary the
of control? Who knows, but many of these new
Gutenberg Press (left)
technologies are being sold to entities that could
was in 1439, one
carelessly develop them and also carelessly
quickly begins to
deploy them.
understand that the
Internet is now even
Various antipersonnel laser and particle beam
more revolutionary as
systems are being readied now and will be mass
a world event. This is
produced as soon as possible. Most large nations
especially
apparent
have an extensive bevy of these weapons and
when one considers
keep this a closely guarded secret.
how it provides instant
access to facts, knowledge and history.
The bottom line is that unless the current small
number of evil leaders who sit at the top of the
The End
Hierarchy of the Ruling Cabal (the folks that
control the deployment of all these technologies)
are gelded and displaced, we will all eventually
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Eurofolk Radio

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
$16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
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http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

http://www.untoldtales.net

Pastor Eli James
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sort after
book is
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(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and
join in the chat

Click on
image for
details

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

A Magazine For
Patriots
For further details
click HERE
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